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HAGIOTHEODORITES: THE LAST ANTECESSOR? 
Some remarks on one of the ‘new’ Basilica scholiasts 
Opening Pandora’s Box*  1.
Once you start studying the Basilica you are confronted with all kinds of problems and 
difficult questions that seek an answer. And I am not just referring to the known basic 
questions of what the Basilica were, how they were created, by whom, on their dating and 
application.1 There are more questions related to the whole tradition and understanding of 
the Basilica, text and scholia. The Basilica form a Pandora’s Box but it is worth opening it 
and for a legal historian it is challenging to try and address these problems. So, there are 
no regrets in this case. Because of the nature of the Basilica – and I refer here to both the 
text and the scholia – there are a lot of reasons to study them. Yet, the Basilica are still a 
rather neglected item in the field of legal history despite the last critical edition in 
Groningen, the monumental life work by H.J. Scheltema, D. Holwerda and N. van der 
Wal.2 The Basilica, “the imperial [laws]”, were promulgated around 900 by emperor Leo 
VI the Wise. However, preparation for this work had begun earlier under emperor Basil I, 
founder of the Macedonian dynasty. The compilers of the Basilica used Greek summaries 
of and commentaries on Justinianic texts that they had at their disposal. Hence, the 
Basilica reflect Justinianic law, but in Greek. 
At a later stage, comments – the so-called scholia – were added to the Basilica text. 
The scholia on the Basilica are divided into the ‘old’ ones dating mainly from the 6th 
century, and the ‘new’ ones dating from the 11th century and some from the 12th century. 
The ‘old’ ones were written mainly by the antecessores, the law professors at the time of 
 
 
                                                          
* I would like to thank Roos Meijering for her suggestions regarding the translations of the passages 
examined in this paper. 
1  See, for example, the two articles by H.J. Scheltema, ‘Probleme der Basiliken’, TRG 16 (1939), 320-
346 and ‘Über die Natur der Basiliken’, TRG 23 (1955), 287-310 (repr. in: H.J. Scheltema, Opera 
Minora ad iuris historiam pertinentia, (collegerunt N. van der Wal/J.H.A. Lokin/B.H. Stolte/R. 
Meijering), Groningen 2004, B 2, 170-188 and B 11, 290-306 respectively). See also Van der Wal/ 
Lokin, Delineatio, 81-87; ȉʍ. ȊȢȧțչȟȡȣ, Ȇț ʍșȗϿȣ ĳȡȤ ȖȤȘįȟĳțȟȡЇ İțȜįЃȡȤ, ǺȚսȟį/ȁȡȞȡĳșȟս 20113 
(henceforth abbreviated as Troianos, Piges), 252-263. 
2  H.J. Scheltema/D. Holwerda/N. van der Wal, [ed.], Basilicorum libri LX, Groningen/Djakarta/’s-
Gravenhage 1953-1988: Series A (text), Vol. I-VIII, Series B (scholia), Vol. I-IX. Text and scholia 







Justinian who summarize, comment upon or translate parts of Justinian’s legislation.3 
These are the scholia of Stephanus, Dorotheus, Cyrillus and of the Anonymous senior on 
the Digest and the scholia of Thalelaeus, Isidorus and Anatolius on the Codex.4 There are 
also some scholia by two lawyers, the so-called scholastikoi, who lived at the end of the 
6th century, namely of Athanasius of Emessa on the Novels and of Theodore of 
Hermoupolis on the Novels and the Codex. These ‘old’ scholia were presumably added to 
the text of the Basilica in the 10th century after an initiative of the scholar-emperor 
Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos. 
In the 11th century, a law school was established in Constantinople by emperor 
Constantine IX Monomachos. John Xiphilinos was appointed the nomophylax of this 
school and Michael Psellos the hypatos ton philosophon. Xiphilinos and other Byzantine 
jurists commented upon the books of the Basilica and these comments are known as the 
‘new’, the ‘younger’ Basilica scholia. If the Basilica remain a neglected item in the field 
of legal history, then these ‘new’ Basilica scholia form an almost unexplored subject. 
Except for some general references to these scholia, there is practically no single study 
devoted to this new generation of the Basilica scholiasts.5 Until now, it has been generally 
accepted that the ‘new’ Basilica scholia were written by John Xiphilinos, Nicaeus, 
Kalokyros, Gregory Doxapatres and Hagiotheodorites.6 Garidas and Patzes also appear to 
have written a few of these ‘new’ Basilica scholia.7 Some ‘new’ Basilica scholia were 
also written by Eustathios Rhomaios, author of the Peira, this unique work of Byzantine 
jurisprudence.8 
It is not my intention to refer to all of these ‘new’ Basilica scholiasts. In fact, the 
aim of this paper is to make some first remarks concerning one of these ‘new’ Basilica 
scholiasts, the so-called Hagiotheodorites. Mortreuil, in his work entitled Histoire du 
 
 
                                                          
3  On the antecessores, see H.J. Scheltema, L’enseignement de droit des antécesseurs, Leiden 1970 (= 
Scheltema, Opera Minora (note 1 above, A 3), 58-110. 
4  Troianos provides the bibliography related to every one of these antecessores; see Troianos, Piges 
(note 1 above), 134-139.  
5  With the exception of Kalokyros; cf. L. Burgmann, ‘Kalokyros “Sextos”. Anmerkungen zu einem 
Basilikenscholiasten’, SG III (1989), 11-21. On Xiphilinos, see the articles by W. Wolska-Conus, 
‘Les écoles de Psellos et de Xiphilin sous Constantin IX Monomaque’, TM  6 (1976), 223-243, and 
‘L’école de droit et l’enseignement du droit à Byzance au XIe siècle: Xiphilin et Psellos’, TM 7 
(1979), 1-107.  
6  See also Van der Wal/Lokin, Delineatio, 100-104; Troianos, Piges (note 1 above), 282.  
7  Heimbach includes the name of Michael Choumnos among the younger scholiasts because Balsamon 
refers to a marginal note by Michael Choumnos in a Basilica fragment which is now lost. See 
Heimbach, Prolegomena, 203 with references to Balsamon and Mortreuil.  
8  On the Peira, see for example N. Oikonomides, ‘The “Peira” of Eustathios Rhomaios. An Abbortive 
Attempt to Innovate in Byzantine Law’, FM VII (1986), 169-192 (repr. in: N. Oikonomides, 
Byzantium from the Ninth Century to the Fourth Crusade, Aldershot 1992, No. XII).  
SG 2014 (online)





Droit Byzantine, provides a table with the number of the preserved ‘new’ Basilica scholia 
per manuscript.9 He has not included the scholia of all the ‘new’ Basilica scholiasts but 
only of the four best known.10 As he explains, he has not included in that table the scholia 
of Hagiotheodorites and of Patzes because he does not consider their scholia important 
enough.11 Burgmann notes that Hagiotheodorites made a career in the discussion about the 
theory of the glossa ordinaria in Byzantine law.12 This paper aims to create a new career 
for Hagiotheodorites, to give him a second chance – his first in reality – by focusing on his 
comments, his scholia on the Basilica books. 
Who was the Hagiotheodorites of the Basilica scholia? 2.
There has been some discussion in the past about the identification of the 
Hagiotheodorites of the Basilica scholia with one of the known Hagiotheodorites of that 
time. This is why I have purposely avoided referring to his first name until now. The 
family of Hagiotheodorites (ԙȗțȡȚıȡİȧȢտĳșȣ) had produced a few functionaries in the 
secular and ecclesiastical field in the 12th century. There is no mention of the first name of 
Hagiotheodorites in the Basilica scholia. In most of the literature, Michael 
Hagiotheodorites is referred to as the author of these scholia but the names of Nicholas 
and of Constantine have also been supported by scholars. 
Mortreuil speaks of Hagiotheodorita or Theodorita without mentioning a first 
name.13 Zachariä von Lingenthal and Heimbach write that presumably the scholia belong 
to Michael Hagiotheodorites, the logothetes.14 Troianos also makes reference to Michael 
 
 
                                                          
9  J.A.B. Mortreuil, Histoire du droit Byzantin ou du droit Romain dans l’empire d’Orient, depuis la 
mort de Justinien jusqu’à la prise de Constantinople en 1453, III, Paris 1847 (repr. Osnabrück 1966), 
250-251. It concerns the codd. Coisl. gr. 152, Paris. gr. 1345, Paris. gr. 1348 and Paris. gr. 1350.  
10  Mortreuil includes the scholia of John Xiphilinos, Kalokyros Sextus, Constantine Nicaeus and 
Gregory Doxapatres.  
11  Cf. Mortreuil, Histoire, III (note 9 above), 249: ‘(…): nous n’avons pas cru devoir y faire figurer 
Patzus et Théodorita, dont les annotations ne sont pas assez importantes pour devoir occuper dans ce 
relevé une place special.’. Mortreuil (p. 242) believes that Theodorites and Hagiotheodorites must 
have been the same person.  
12  Burgmann, ‘Kalokyros’ (note 5 above), 12. Zachariä (von Lingenthal) has suggested that a student of 
Hagiotheodorites had made something like a ‘glossa ordinaria’ of the scholia on the Basilica. See 
C.E. Zachariae, Historiae juris graeco-romani delineatio. Cum appendice ineditorum, Heidelbergae 
1839, 63. About the discussion on this theory, see Troianos, Piges (note 1 above), 281-284 and 
Schminck, Studien, 45-52. 
13  Mortreuil, Histoire, III (note 9 above), 242-245. 
14  K.E. Zachariä von Lingenthal, Geschichte des griechisch-römischen Rechts, Berlin 18923 (repr. 







Hagiotheodorites as the author of the scholia.15 Michael Hagiotheodorites had served as 
logothetes tou dromou presumably from 1158.16 One of Michael’s brothers was Nicholas 
Hagiotheodorites who had served as metropolitan of Athens in the 1160’s and 1170’s and 
had died in 1175. He was the eldest of three brothers; the other two were Michael, 
mentioned above, and John. Heimbach in his work De Basilicorum origine had suggested 
that the Hagiotheodorites who wrote the Basilica scholia was Nicholas Hagiotheodorites.17 
According to the sources Nicholas had been a law teacher and a judge. He was involved in 
the drafting of regulations related to marriage issues.18 As Madariaga notes, Eustathios of 
Thessalonike writes that teaching the law was considered a kind of duty for Nicholas since 
his ancestors had also been law teachers.19 Madariaga adds that one of these ancestors 
must have been Constantine Hagiotheodorites, who had been a jurist, but unfortunately the 
preserved sources do not provide information on what his actual relation was with the rest 
of the Hagiotheodorites family.20 What we do know with certainty about Constantine is 
that he was a known jurist. In fact there are two important testimonies in which his legal 
talents are recorded. 
The poet Theodore Prodromos wrote a monody about him praising his legal skills.21 
The Byzantine intellectual Michael Italikos who had taught rhetoric and philosophy in 
Constantinople had been a teacher of Constantine Hagiotheodorites. Presumably between 
1130 and 1137 Italikos wrote a letter to his own brother on the occasion of the death of 
Constantine Hagiotheodorites.22 Italikos felt very sad about this news and could not be 
consoled about the death of his dear friend,23 this excellent jurist, as he described him.24 He 
praised his rhetoric skills, his legal knowledge, even compared him to Tribonian and 
added that Constantine Hagiotheodorites could master not only the Novels but also the 
 
 
                                                          
15  Troianos, Piges (note 1 above), 282-283. It should be noted, however, that Troianos refers to the 
opinion of Triantaphyllopoulos and Schminck who both suggest that the author of these scholia was 
Constantine Hagiotheodorites; see further on. 
16  ODB, 2, 899. 
17  C.W.E. Heimbach, De Basilicorum origine, fontibus, scholiis, atque nova editione adornanda, 
Lipsiae 1825, 83. 
18  E. Madariaga, ‘ǿ ǻȤȘįȟĳțȟս ȆțȜȡȗջȟıțį ĳȧȟ ǺȗțȡȚıȡİȧȢțĳօȟ (Ȁ): ȄțȜցȝįȡȣ ǺȗțȡȚıȡİȧȢտĳșȣ, 
ȇįȟțıȢօĳįĳȡȣ ȃșĳȢȡʍȡȝտĳșȣ ǺȚșȟօȟ Ȝįț ȋʍջȢĳțȞȡȣ’, ByzSym 19 (2009), 147-181 (154). 
19  Madariaga, ‘Hagiotheodorites’ (note 18 above), 159.  
20  Madariaga, ‘Hagiotheodorites’ (note 18 above), 149.  
21  PG, 133, 1059-1060.  
22  The letter has been published in P. Gautier, [ed.], Michel Italikos. Lettres et Discours, Paris 1972, 89-
91 (No. 4).  
23  Gautier, Michel Italikos (note 22 above), 90/2: (…) ԐʍįȢįȞփȚșĳցȣ ıԼȞț (…).  
24  Gautier, Michel Italikos (note 22 above), 90/13-14: (…) Ԛȟ ȟցȞȡțȣ ı՘İȡȜțȞօĳįĳȡȟ, Ȟֻȝȝȡȟ İպ, Ձȟį 
ĳԐȝșȚպȣ ıՀʍȧ, ĳ׆ȣ ȟȡȞțȜ׆ȣ ԚʍțĲĳսȞșȣ ՑĳțʍıȢ ȜȢչĳțĲĳȡȟ (…).  
SG 2014 (online)





Codex and the Digest and the other laws.25 It is interesting that Italikos does not mention 
the Basilica which were closer to his time and, in any case, formed the last official law 
compilation, but that he refers to Justinianic texts. This is another testimony on how the 
Byzantines used and applied laws, connected to the whole discussion of the nature of the 
Basilica.26 Justinianic legislation remained a work of reference and a legal tool for the 
Byzantine jurists, even after the promulgation of the Basilica. There were certainly some 
questions on the actual application of the Basilica during the period in which Constantine 
Hagiotheodorites lived. It is a well-known fact that the Basilica were promulgated around 
900 but had not enjoyed from the beginning the status of a codification because they 
lacked the element of exclusivity. It was later on, in 1169, that by order of the emperor 
Manuel I Komnenos, the Basilica obtained exclusivity after the legal conflict, which 
occurred on the occasion of the appointment of the bishop of Amissos.27 
The fact that Constantine Hagiotheodorites was such a well-known jurist has led 
Triantaphyllopoulos and Schminck to believe that this is the Hagiotheodorites who wrote 
the scholia on the Basilica books.28 I agree with these two scholars given the fact that the 
preserved Hagiotheodorites’ scholia, as we will see further on, must have been written by 
someone with an excellent legal knowledge. Further, I think that the theory that the 
metropolitan Nicholas Hagiotheodorites was the author of these scholia is the less 
 
 
                                                          
25  Gautier, Michel Italikos (note 22 above), 90/22-25: (…) Ȝįվ עșĳȡȢțȜׇ ĲĳȡȞօĲįȣ ĳռȟ ȗȝօĳĳįȟ Ȝįվ 
ȟȡȞȡȚıĳțȜׇ ʍȤȜչĲįȣ ĳրȟ ȟȡףȟ, į՘ĳցȥȢșȞį ȊȢțȖȧȟțįȟրȣ Ս ʍȡȝȤȚȢփȝȝșĳȡȣ Բȟ, ȡ՘ Ȟցȟȡȟ Ԛȟ ȟıįȢįהȣ, 
Ԑȝȝո Ȝįվ Ԛȟ ȜօİțȠț Ȝįվ Ԛȟ İțȗջĲĳȡțȣ Ȝįվ Ԛȟ Ԕȝȝȡțȣ ՍʍցĲȡțȣ ĳո ʍȡȝțĳțȜո ĲȤȟĳıĳչȥįĳįț. 
Triantaphyllopoulos and Schminck also refer to this testimony; see K. Triantaphyllopoulos, 
‘ȇıȢțȡȢțĲȞցȣ İțįĴջȢȡȟĳȡȣ Ȝįվ ǻȤȘįȟĳțȟįվ ԐȟĳțȝսȦıțȣ’, ΜȢȥıјȡȟ ψİțȧĳțȜȡѧ ǼțȜįЃȡȤ 13 (1946), 137-
164 (161) (repr. in: Id., Apanta [фʍįȟĳį], B 2, ǺȚսȟį 2009, 721-746 (745); Apanta B is a collection 
of his articles published under the auspices of the Academy of Athens, consisting of two volumes), 
and Schminck, Studien, 49 note 206. 
26  See the bibliography quoted in note 1 above. See also Sp. Troianos, ‘ǿ įȝȝșȝȡȤȥտį ĲȤȞȞցȢĴȧĲșȣ 
Ĳĳșȟ ʍįȢչİȡĲș Ȝįț įȟįȟջȧĲșȣ Ĳĳį ȖȤȘįȟĳțȟչ ȟȡȞȡȚıĳțȜչ ȜıտȞıȟį įʍց ĳȡȟ ȀȡȤĲĳțȟțįȟց ȞջȥȢț ĳȡȤȣ 
ȃįȜıİցȟıȣ’ [= Die byzantinischen Gesetzestexte von Justinian bis zu den Makedonen: Festhalten an 
der Tradition und Erneurung], ǽʍıĳșȢЃȣ ĳȡȤ ȁϿȟĳȢȡȤ ǽȢıЇȟșȣ ĳșȣ ȀĲĳȡȢЃįȣ ĳȡȤ ǽȝȝșȟțȜȡЇ ǼțȜįЃȡȤ 43 
(2011), 63-91.  
27  In a few words, the legal question in this case was whether a Justinianic Novel was valid if it was not 
included in the Basilica. The fact that such a question arose proves that the Basilica had not until then 
the status of a codification, namely it was not an exclusive written legal collection promulgated by an 
authority. On this incident and the role that the canonist Balsamon played, see H.J. Scheltema, 
‘Byzantine law’, Cambridge Medieval History IV,2,21, Cambridge 1967, 55-77 (65-66) (repr. in: 
Scheltema, Opera Minora (note 1 above), A 2, 38-57 (47)); Van der Wal/Lokin, Delineatio, 109-111; 
Troianos, Piges (note 1 above), 252-257.  
28  Triantaphyllopoulos, ‘Periorismos’ (note 25 above), 160-161 (= Id., Apanta (note 25 above), 744-
745); cf. also K. Triantaphyllopoulos, ‘ՅıȢįȢȥտį ȄցȞȧȟ Ȝįվ ǻȤȘįȟĳțȟրȟ İտȜįțȡȟ’, in: ȉЇȞȞıțȜĳį ıπȣ 
ȞȟЁȞțȟ ΜȝıȠϽȟİȢȡȤ ȉȖЉȝȡȤ / Mélanges Alexandre Svolos, ǺȚսȟį 1961, 489 (= Id., Apanta, 995). See 







convincing, for two good reasons. Firstly, given that Nicholas had been involved, as 
already mentioned, in the drafting of provisions related to marriage, one would expect 
from him more scholia on issues dealing with family and marriage issues. The preserved 
Hagiotheodorites’ scholia do not refer to this material scope. One could argue here that 
this could be explained by the lack of manuscripts. However, I do not believe that this is 
the case because, if Nicholas had been the author of the preserved Basilica scholia, even if 
these scholia were not directly related to his material scope, he would have tried to extend 
the commentary on marriage issues, or in any case give some hints on the legal issues 
which he had addressed and mastered. The second reason for which the metropolitan 
Nicholas Hagiotheodorites should not be identified as the author of the Basilica scholia, is 
the fact that the Hagiotheodorites of the scholia discusses and analyses some cases which 
do not fit in with the teaching of the clergy. An example of this can be found in the 
scholion in which Hagiotheodorites explains that it is different when you steal a female 
slave for pleasure, because you want to sleep with her; in that case, he adds, you only want 
to ‘use’ her and then return her to her legitimate owner and that is different from stealing a 
female slave and keeping her for good.29 It is hard to imagine that this is the kind of 
example that a clergyman would use for his audience. 
Number and material scope of Hagiotheodorites’ scholia 3.
In the last edition of the Basilica scholia there are 196 scholia which are linked to the 
name of Hagiotheodorites.30 I include here all the comments that are attributed to him by 
name (Ȋȡף ԙȗțȡȚıȡİȧȢտĳȡȤ) and the ones that follow directly after the inscription of his 
name and are titled as being by the same author (Ȋȡף į՘ĳȡף).31 Using his style and other 
arguments as criteria there are certainly more scholia that could be attributed to him, 
scholia for which the author’s name is not given. However, for this paper, I will examine 
only the scholia that are linked directly to his name. The name “Theodorites” (in genitive: 
ĭıȡİȧȢտĳȡȤ) appears in only one scholion.32 In the Groningen edition of the Basilica the 
 
 
                                                          
29  BS 3439/22-24 (sch. Pe 13 ad B. 60,12,83 = D. 47,2,83): (…) Ցĳț Ս ȜȝջȦįȣ İȡփȝșȟ, ıԼ Ȟպȟ İțո ĳȡףĳȡ 
Ȟցȟȡȟ ԤȜȝıȦıȟ į՘ĳռȟ, խĲĳı ԐʍȡȝįףĲįț ĳ׆ȣ ԚȠ į՘ĳ׆ȣ ԭİȡȟ׆ȣ Ȝįվ Ȟıĳո ĳռȟ ԐʍցȝįȤĲțȟ ԐȟĳțĲĳȢջȦįț 
ʍչȝțȟ į՘ĳռȟ ĳ׮ İıĲʍցĳׄ, Ԛȟջȥıĳįț Ȟպȟ ĳׇ ĴȡփȢĳț, ʍȝռȟ ȡ՘Ȝ ıԼȣ ʍֻĲįȟ ĳռȟ İȡփȝșȟ, Ԑȝȝ’ ıԼȣ Տ ԤȜȝıȦı 
İտȜįțȡȟ. See also further on in this paper (§ 4. Characteristics of Hagiotheodorites’ scholia and of his 
style – Some examples). 
30  See the table further on. 
31  I follow here the opinion of the last editors. If therefore the inscription ĳȡף į՘ĳȡף is under a scholion 
of Hagiotheodorites and is written by the same hand, it should be attributed to Hagiotheodorites.  
32  BS 3378/1-14 (sch. Pe 4 ad B. 60,12,39 = D. 47,2,39).  
SG 2014 (online)





editors suggest that presumably this person could have been Hagiotheodorites.33 Mortreuil 
supposes the same and justifies his view by adding that it is not possible to accept that 
there is only one preserved scholion by Theodorites in the whole Basilica.34 However, I do 
not think that this scholion could be attributed to Hagiotheodorites because this scholion is 
very different from the scholia of Hagiotheodorites.35 This particular scholion which refers 
to adultery is full of biblical references. In fact, half of this scholion consists of biblical 
references and its whole style does not resemble the scholia of Hagiotheodorites at all. 
Schminck has suggested that this scholion could be linked to the writings of Theodoret of 
Cyrrhus (ĭıȡİօȢșĳȡȣ ȁփȢȢȡȤ, ca. 393 – ca. 466), bishop of Cyrrhus in Syria from 423, 
who left many writings on Christian issues; however, he adds this has not been proved.36  
Two preliminary general observations are necessary regarding the scholia of 
Hagiotheodorites. Firstly, they are all preserved in only one manuscript, the codex 
Parisinus graecus 1350 (= Pe) which is dated to the 12th century.37 Secondly, all scholia of 
Hagiotheodorites – at least the ones that have his name, as I have explained above – refer 
to the last book of the Basilica, the 60th book. This could be either a coincidence based on 
the preserved manuscripts, or, it could mean that Hagiotheodorites had a special interest in 
‘criminal law’ since this is the subject of the 60th Basilica book.38 The 60th book of the 
Basilica regulates in particular mainly issues related to delicts, issues dealing with 
wrongful damage to property, theft and robbery.39 The fact that we have scholia of 
Hagiotheodorites only on one book remains a curious issue because one would have 
expected from such a law teacher – author of such thorough and well written scholia – to 
comment also on other issues, on other books of the Basilica.40 
Triantaphyllopoulos has suggested that presumably Hagiotheodorites has also 
written scholia on other Basilica books and has supported this opinion by two arguments. 
His first argument is based on the fact that Hagiotheodorites often uses the expression ԚȠ 
 
 
                                                          
33  BS 3378/1-14 (sch. Pe 4 ad B. 60,12,39 = D. 47,2,39), app. crit. ad l. 1 ĭıȡİȧȢտĳȡȤ: ‘i.e. 
ԙȗțȡȚıȡİȧȢտĳȡȤ?’. 
34  Mortreuil, Histoire, III (note 9 above), 243-244. 
35  Schminck also believes that this scholion must not be of Hagiotheodorites. See Schminck, Studien, 49 
note 201. 
36  Schminck, Studien, 49 note 201.  
37  Cf. RHBR, I, No. 163. 
38  The term ‘criminal law’ could be misleading since criminal law, as it is understood today, is when the 
State prosecutes a person because of an offence; this is different from private action taken against the 
wrongdoer. However, in Roman and Byzantine law, the distinction between civil and criminal law 
was rather blurred. 
39  See in detail further on the table.  







ՌȢȚȡף.41 He adds that this expression is included in a scholion on the 23rd Basilica book 
and that the name of the commentator of this scholion has not been included.42 According 
to Triantaphyllopoulos, this scholion could very well be attributed to Hagiotheodorites 
given the expression used (ԚȠ ՌȢȚȡף) and some other words used in a way familiar to 
Hagiotheodorites (ȟȡȞȡȚջĳșȣ in the sense of law and ԚȟİփȟįȞȡȣ in the sense of an issue 
related to property law).43 I argue that the expression ԚȠ ՌȢȚȡף is not used exclusively by 
Hagiotheodorites. I have encountered this expression in the scholia, for example, of 
Gregory, Nicaeus and of Anonymous.44 Further, the term ԚȠ ՌȢȚȡף appears in numerous 
scholia on other Basilica books and not only on the 60th book.45 Triantaphyllopoulos’ 
second argument is that Hagiotheodorites in one of his scholia refers to a paragraphe on 
the 58th Basilica book, as if it were his own paragraphe.46 I do not think that we can say 
with certainty that he refers in this scholion to his own paragraphe. At the end of this 
scholion, Hagiotheodorites addresses his audience, his students, and notes that they know 
that in many cases one legislator accuses the other and amends his legislation.47 He adds 
that they have learned this in the 58th book, in the 1st title, in the last chapter and the last 
paragraphe included there (= in that chapter): (…), թȣ ԤȞįȚıȣ Ȟպȟ Ȝįվ Ԑʍր ĳȡף ȖțȖ. ȟș״ ĳțĳ. 
į״ ȜıĴ. ĳıȝıȤĳ. Ȝįվ ĳ׆ȣ Ԛȟ ԚȜıտȟ׫ ʍįȢįȗȢįĴ׆ȣ ĳıȝıȤĳįտįȣ, ȞչȚׄȣ İպ Ȝįվ ԚȟĳįףȚį. I believe 
that Ԛȟ ԚȜıտȟ׫ refers to the chapter (ȜıĴչȝįțȡȟ). Hagiotheodorites does not write that he 
himself has written that paragraphe. This paragraphe has not been preserved. I note that 
Hagiotheodorites very often refers to other paragraphai in his scholia and it is not always 
clear whether he has written them himself or not.48 It could well be the case that 
 
 
                                                          
41  Triantaphyllopoulos, ‘Periorismos’ (note 25 above), 159-160 (= Id., Apanta (note 25 above), 743-
744). The expression ԚȠ ՌȢȚȡף can have more than one meaning. It could mean: ‘at the beginning’, 
‘certainly’, ‘especially’. 
42  BS 1672/1-19 (sch. Pa 21 ad B. 23,3,25 = D. 22,1,25). 
43  Triantaphyllopoulos, ‘Periorismos’ (note 25 above), 160 (= Id., Apanta (note 25 above), 744). 
44  The scholion under the name of Gregory in BS 183/23-29 (sch. Ca 20 ad B. 11,1,4 = D. 2,14,4); the 
scholion of Anonymous in BS 1116/1-5 (sch. ȇ 9 ad B. 18,5,9 = D. 15,1,9); and the scholion of 
Nicaeus in BS 1349/25 – 1350/31 (sch. Pa 4 ad B. 22,1,26 = D. 22,3,26). 
45  See, for example, BS 221/31-33 (sch. Ca 14 ad B. 11,1,10 = D. 2,14,10); BS 263/13-16 (sch. Ca 63 
ad B. 11,1,27 = D. 2,14,27); BS 318/8-22 (sch. Ca 4 ad B. 11,1,69 = C. 2,3,8); BS 390/14-29 (sch. Ca 
3 ad B. 11,2,14 = D. 2,15,14); BS 489/30-34 (sch. Ca 64 ad B. 12,1,50 = D. 17,2,52); BS 553/15-16 
(sch. Ca 8 ad B. 12,2,1 = D. 10,3,1); BS 714/15-27 (sch. Ca 32 ad B. 14,1,6 = D. 17,1,6); BS 
1714/11-13 (sch. Pa 6 ad B. 23,4,5 = Nov. 136 c. 5).  
46  BS 3457/29 – 3458/7 (sch. Pe 2 ad B. 60,13,3 = D. 47,4,3). See Triantaphyllopoulos, ‘Periorismos’ 
(note 25 above), 160 (= Id., Apanta (note 25 above), 744).  
47  BS 3458/4-5 (sch. Pe 2 ad B. 60,13,3 = D. 47,4,3): ȉւ İպ ȗտȟȧĲȜı, Ցĳț ʍȡȝȝչȜțȣ ԥĳıȢȡȣ ȟȡȞȡȚջĳșȣ ĳրȟ 
ԥĳıȢȡȟ ȞջȞĴıĳįț Ȝįվ ĳռȟ ԚȜıտȟȡȤ Ȝįĳչ ĳț ȞıĳįȞıտȖıț ȟȡȞȡȚıĲտįȟ į՘ĳտȜį Ȝįĳո ʍցİįȣ ԚȜıտȟȡȤ 
ȜıտȞıȟȡȣ, (…). 
48  On the reference to paragraphai by Hagiotheodorites, see further on under § 4. Characteristics of 
Hagiotheodorites’ scholia and of his style – Some examples. 
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Hagiotheodorites did indeed write scholia on other Basilica books. However, the fact 
remains that scholia bearing his name have until now been found for one Basilica book 
only, namely the 60th . 
The 196 scholia linked to the name of Hagiotheodorites are given in the following 
table. For a better understanding of the material scope of his scholia, I include in the first 
column the Greek rubric of the relevant title of the 60th Basilica book to which the scholia 
refer, followed by the translation of that rubric. In the second column, the number of his 
scholia on that title is mentioned, as well as their references.  
  
Title of Basilica book 
 
Scholia of Hagiotheodorites 
Ȋտĳȝȡȣ į״. 
ȇıȢվ ȥȢșȞįĳțȜ׭ȟ ʍȡțȟ׭ȟ 
Ȝįվ ĲȤȜȡĴįȟĳț׭ȟ Ȝįվ ĳտȟıȣ 
ĳ׭ȟ ĲȤȜȡĴįȟĳ׭ȟ 




About civil penalties and 
false accusations and about 
which false accusators are 
punished and which are not 
12 scholia: 
 
-BS 3052/19-21 (sch. Pe 21 ad B. 60,1,7 = D. 3,6,7) 
-BS 3054/31 – 3055/2 (sch. Pe 10 ad B. 60,1,9 = D. 3,6,9) 
-BS 3060/17-27 (sch. Pe 62 ad B. 60,1,10 = D. 48,16,1)  
-BS 3061/4 (sch. Pe 64 ad B. 60,1,10 = D. 48,16,1) 
-BS 3061/18-20 (sch. Pe 70 ad B. 60,1,10 = D. 48,16,1)  
-BS 3061/26-29 (sch. Pe 73 ad B. 60,1,10 = D. 48,16,1) 
-BS 3061/30 – 3062/4 (sch. Pe 74 ad B. 60,1,10 = D. 48,16,1) 
-BS 3065/10-12 (sch. Pe 13 ad B. 60,1,15 = D. 48,16,6)  
-BS 3066/32-3067/2 (sch. Pe 11 ad B. 60. 1,16 = D. 48, 16,7) 
-BS 3076/20-3077/4 (sch. Pe 6 ad B. 60,1,29 = C. 9,46,2) 
-BS 3078/2-11 (sch. Pe 4 ad B. 60. 1,32 = C. 9,46,5) 
-BS 3081/1-9 (sch. Pe 7 ad B. 60,1,36 = C. 9,46,9 
 
Ȋտĳȝȡȣ Ȗ״. 




If a four-footed animal is 






-BS 3086/23-31 (sch. Pe 52 ad B. 60, 2,1 = D. 9,1,1)  
-BS 3088/30 - 3089-8 (sch. Pe 5 ad B. 60,2,3 = D. 9,1,3) 
Ȋտĳȝȡȣ ȗ״. 
ȇıȢվ ȟցȞȡȤ ĳȡף 




-BS 3091/21-28 (sch. Pe 6 ad B. 60,3,2 = D. 9,2,2) 









About the Aquilia law on 
damage 
-BS 3098/12-14 (sch. Pe 34 ad B. 60,3,7 = D. 9,2,7) 
-BS 3098/15-29 (sch. Pe 35 ad B. 60,3,7 = D. 9,2,7)  
-BS 3104/28 – 3105/13 (sch. Pe 41 ad B. 60,3,11 = D. 9,2,11.12 init.)  
-BS 3134/10-18 (sch. Pe 129 ad B. 60,3,27 = D. 9,2,27) 
-BS 3134/19-34 (sch. Pe 130 ad B. 60,3,27 = D. 9,2,27)  
-BS 3135/26 – 3136/2 (sch. Pe 139 ad B. 60,3,27 = D. 9,2,27) 
-BS 3136/10-13 (sch. Pe 141 ad B. 60,3,27 = D. 9,2,27) 
-BS 3136/24-29 (sch. Pe 145 ad B. 60,3,27 = D. 9,2,27  
-BS 3136/33-35 (sch. Pe 147 ad B. 60,3,27 = D. 9,2,27  
-BS 3137/1-8 (sch. Pe 148 ad B. 60,3,27 = D. 9,2,27  
-BS 3137/9-14 (sch. Pe 149 ad B. 60,3,27 = D. 9,2,27  
-BS 3140/9-10 (sch. Pe 15 ad B. 60,3,29 = D. 9,2,29 §§ 6-8)  
-BS 3140/11-15 (sch. Pe 16 ad B. 60,3,29 = D. 9,2,29 §§ 6-8) 
-BS 3140/16-20 (sch. Pe 17 ad B. 60,3,29 = D. 9,2,29 §§ 6-8) 
-BS 3142/24 – 3143/5 (sch. Pe 23 ad B. 60,3,30 = D. 9,2,30) 
-BS 3150/21-28 (sch. Pe 13 ad. B. 60,3,37 = D. 9,2,37)  
-BS 3158/1-7 (sch. Pe 15 ad B. 60,3,45 = D. 9,2,45 §§ 1-5) 
-BS 3162/12-14 (sch. Pe 20 ad B. 60,3,50 = D. 9,2,50.51)  
-BS 3162/15-30 (sch. Pe 21 ad B. 60,3,50 = D. 9,2,50.51)  
-BS 3164/17-25 (sch. Pe 6 ad B. 60,3,53 = D. 9,2,54) 
-BS 3165/30-39 (sch. Pe 4 ad B. 60,3,54 = D. 9,2,55) 
 
Ȋտĳȝȡȣ İ״. 
ȇıȢվ ĳȡփĳȧȟ ՑĲĳțȣ ĳտʍȡĳı 








-BS 3172/24-25 (sch. Pe 38 ad B. 60,4,1 = D. 9,3,1.2.) 
-BS 3172/26 – 3173/5 (sch. Pe 39 ad B. 60,4,1= D. 9,3,1.2.) 
-BS 3173/21 – 3174/2 (sch. Pe 42 ad B. 60,4,1 = D. 9,3,1.2.) 
-BS 3177/24 – 3178/3 (sch. Pe 42 ad B. 60,4,5 = D. 9,3,5) 
-BS 3178/4-31 (sch. Pe 43 ad B. 60,4,5 = D. 9,3,5) 
-BS 3178/32 – 3179/12 (sch. Pe 44 ad B. 60,4,5 = D. 9,3,5) 
-BS 3179/13-16 (sch. Pe 45 ad B. 60,4,5 = D. 9,3,5) 
-BS 3179/17- 3180/2 (sch. Pe 46 ad B. 60,4,5 = D. 9,3,5) 
 
Ȋտĳȝȡȣ ı״. 
ȇıȢվ Ԑȗȧȗ׭ȟ ĳ׭ȟ 
ȜțȟȡȤȞջȟȧȟ ԭȟտȜį İȡףȝȡț 





-BS 3186/1-5 (sch. Pe 25 ad B. 60,5,2 = D. 9,4,2) 
-BS 3186/6-8 (sch. Pe 26 ad B. 60,5,2 = D. 9,4,2) 
-BS 3186/9-24 (sch. Pe 27 ad B. 60,5,2 = D. 9,4,2) 
-BS 3189/15-20 (sch. Pe 18 ad B. 60,5,4 = D. 9,4,3fin. 4.) 
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About actions that are 
brought when slaves or 
four-footed animals that 
have commited a delict are 
surrendered 
-BS 3190/22 – 3191/2 (sch. Pe 11 ad B.60,5,5 = D. 9,4,5) 
-BS 3193/7-18 (sch. Pe 13 ad B. 60,5,8 = D. 9,4,8) 
-BS 3195/27 – 3196/15 (sch. Pe 7 ad B. 60,5,11 = D. 9,4,11) 
-BS 3198/11 – 3199/2 (sch. Pe 24 ad B. 60,5,14 = D. 9,4,14) 
-BS 3208/22-35 (sch. Pe 38 ad B. 60,5,21 = D. 9,4,21) 
-BS 3209/1-11 (sch. Pe 39 ad B. 60,5,21 = D. 9,4,21) 
-BS 3209/12-24 (sch. Pe 40 ad B. 60,5,21 = D. 9,4,21) 
-BS 3211/7-25 (sch. Pe 18 ad B. 60,5,22 = D. 9,4,22) 
-BS 3211/26 – 3212/16 (sch. Pe 19 ad B. 60,5,22 = D. 9,4,22) 
-BS 3217/21-31 (sch. Pe 29 ad B. 60,5,26 = D. 9,4,26) 
-BS 3221/7-15 (sch. Pe 14 ad B. 60,5,28 = D. 9,4,28) 
-BS 3227/6-9 (sch. Pe 12 ad B. 60,5,36 = D. 9,4,36) 
-BS 3229/10-14 (sch. Pe 18 ad B. 60,5,38 = D. 9,4,37fin. 38.) 
-BS 3229/15-21 (sch. Pe 19 ad B. 60,5,38 = D. 9,4,37fin. 38.) 
-BS 3231/4-8 (sch. Pe 15 ad B. 60, 5,39 = D. 9,4,39) 
-BS 3231/9-11 (sch. Pe 16 ad B. 60, 5,39 = D. 9,4,39) 
-BS 3231/12-14 (sch. Pe 17 ad B. 60, 5,39 = D. 9,4,39) 
-BS 3237/2-8 (sch. Pe 7 ad B. 60,5,45 = C. 3,41,2) 













-BS 3242/29-33 (sch. Pe 12 ad B. 60,6,1 = D. 11,3,1)  
-BS 3243/25-29 (sch. Pe 5 ad B. 60,6,3 = D. 11,3,3,4) 
-BS 3245/13-18 (sch. Pe 14 ad B. 60,6,5 = D. 11,3,5 §§ 1-4) 
-BS 3245/23- 3246/9 (sch. Pe 2 ad B. 60,6,7 = D. 11,3,7)50 
-BS 3249/11-15 (sch. Pe 13 ad B. 60,6,11 = D. 11,3,11 §§ 1.2.) 
-BS 3253/24-27 (sch. Pe 40 ad B. 60,6,14 = D. 11,3,13§1. 14) 
-BS 3255/29 – 3256/22 (sch. Pe 7 ad B. 60,6,18 = C. 6,2,1) 
-BS 3258/17-21 (sch. Pe 5 ad B. 60,6,21 = C. 6,2,4) 
-BS 3259/16-27 (sch. Pe 4 ad B. 60,6,24 = C. 6,2,7) 
-BS 3260/12-18 (sch. Pe 7 ad B. 60,6,25 = C. 6,2,8) 
-BS 3271/7-11 (sch. Pe 15 ad B. 60,6,39 = C. 6,2,22) 
-BS 3271/12-14 (sch. Pe 16 ad B. 60,6,39 = C. 6,2,22) 
 
 
                                                          
49  Literally: a corrupted slave.
50  The scholion is inscribed ĳȡף į՘ĳȡף. Its position in the manuscript proves that the scholion originates 







-BS 3271/15 – 3272/14 (sch. Pe 17 ad B. 60,6,39 = C. 6,2,22) 
 
Ȋտĳȝȡȣ Ș״. 
ȇıȢվ İȡփȝȧȟ ĴȤȗչİȧȟ 
Ȝįվ ĳ׭ȟ ՙʍȡİıȥȡȞջȟȧȟ 
į՘ĳȡւȣ Ȝįվ ȜȢȤʍĳցȟĳȧȟ 
 
7th Title. 
About runaway slaves 






-BS 3273/15-19 (sch. Pe 3 ad B. 60,7 ad rubricam) 
-BS 3280/16-28 (sch. Pe 16 ad B. 60,7,9 = C. 6,1,4) 
-BS 3280/29 – 3281/3 (sch. Pe 17 ad B. 60,7,9 = C. 6,1,4) 
Ȋտĳȝȡȣ ș״. 









-BS 3284/1-3 (sch. Pe 13 ad B. 60,8,1 = D. 11,5,1) 
-BS 3285/1-6 (sch. Pe 4 ad B. 60,8,3 = D. 11,5,3) 
-BS 3286/10-15 (sch. Pe 10 ad B. 60,8,4 = D. 11,5,4) 
-BS 3286/16-20 (sch. Pe 11 ad B. 60,8,4 = D. 11,5,4) 
-BS 3286/21 – 3287/5 (sch. Pe 12 ad B. 60,8,4 = D. 11,5,4) 
Ȋտĳȝȡȣ Ț״. 






















-BS 3300/10-31 (sch. Pe 21 ad B. 60,10,1 = D. 13,1,1.2.) 
-BS 3303/32 – 3304/9 (sch. Pe 13 ad B. 60,10,4 = D. 13,1,4) 
-BS 3309/6 – 3310/2 (sch. Pe 25 ad B. 60,10,7 = D. 13,1,7) 
-BS 3314/31 – 3315/2 (sch. Pe 14 ad B. 60,10,10 = D. 13,1,10) 
-BS 3318/30 – 3319/3 (sch. Pe 16 ad B. 60,10,12 = D. 13,1,12) 
-BS 3319/4-16 (sch. Pe 17 ad B. 60,10,12 = D. 13,1,12) 
-BS 3321/26 – 3322/21 (sch. Pe 13 ad B. 60 10,14 = D. 13,1,14) 
-BS 3324/30-33 (sch. Pe 10 ad B. 60,10,16 = D. 13,1,16) 
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-BS 3329/24-28 (sch. Pe 8 ad B. 60,10,20 = D. 13,1,20) 











-BS 3332/5-10 (sch. Pe 2 ad B. 60,11 ad rubricam) 









-BS 3338/1-16 (sch. Pe 9 ad B. 60,12,1 = D. 47,2,1) 
-BS 3339/17-31 (sch. Pe 2 ad B. 60,12,6 = D. 47,2,6) 
-BS 3343/20 – 3344/3 (sch. Pe 9 ad B. 60,12,12 = D. 47,2,12) 
-BS 3344/24 – 3345/8 (sch. Pe 4 ad B. 60,12,13 = D. 47,2,13) 
-BS 3351/26 – 3352/3 (sch. Pe 73 ad B. 60,12,14 = D. 47,2,14) 
-BS 3353/5-24 (sch. Pe 80 ad B. 60,12,14 = D. 47,2,14) 
-BS 3353/25-27 (sch. Pe 81 ad B. 60,12,14 = D. 47,2,14) 
-BS 3353/28-33 (sch. Pe 82 ad B. 60,12,14 = D. 47,2,14) 
-BS 3353/34 – 3354/4 (sch. Pe 83 ad B. 60,12,14 = D. 47,2,14) 
-BS 3354/13-15 (sch. Pe 85 ad B. 60,12,14 = D. 47,2,14) 
-BS 3355/20-32 (sch. Pe 8 ad B. 60,12,15 = D. 47,2,15) 
-BS 3358/20-29 (sch. Pe 21 ad B. 60,12,17 = D. 47,2,17) 
-BS 3360/13-21 (sch. Pe 8 ad B. 60,12,19 = D. 47,2,19) 
-BS 3364/13-18 (sch. Pe 27 ad B. 60, 12,21 = D. 47,2,21) 
-BS 3364/19 – 3365/18 (sch. Pe 28 ad B. 60, 12,21 = D. 47,2,21) 
-BS 3365/34 – 3366/2 (sch. Pe 31 ad B. 60, 12,21 = D. 47,2,21) 
-BS 3367/20-22 (sch. Pe 7 ad B. 60,12,24 = D. 47,2,23fin. 22§§ 1.2) 
-BS 3368/10-19 (sch. Pe 7 ad B. 60,12,25 = D. 47,2,25 ) 
-BS 3370/5-21 (sch. Pe 12 ad B. 60,12,27 = D. 47,2,27) 
-BS 3370/32 – 3371/4 (sch. Pe 4 ad B. 60,12,28 = D. 47,2,28) 
-BS 3373/32-34 (sch. Pe 3 ad B. 60,12,34 = D. 47,2,34) 
-BS 3375/26-30 (sch. Pe 16 ad B. 60,12,36 = D. 47,2,36) 
-BS 3377/3-11 (sch. Pe 5 ad B. 60,12,38 = D. 47,2,38) 
-BS 3382/ 30 – 3383/19 (sch. Pe 25 ad B. 60,12,43 = D. 47,2,43) 
-BS 3383/20-24 (sch. Pe 26 ad B. 60,12,43 = D. 47,2,43) 
-BS 3391/27-32 (sch. Pe 34 ad B. 60,12,48 = D. 47,2,48) 







-BS 3401/1-7 (sch. Pe 81 ad B. 60,12,52 = D. 47,2,52) 
-BS 3401/8-16 (sch. Pe 82 ad B. 60,12,52 = D. 47,2,52) 
-BS 3401/17-21 (sch. Pe 83 ad B. 60,12,52 = D. 47,2,52) 
-BS 3401/24-33 (sch. Pe 85 ad B. 60,12,52 = D. 47,2,52) 
-BS 3402/5-8 (sch. Pe 89 ad B. 60,12,52 = D. 47,2,52) 
-BS 3402/19-27 (sch. Pe 94 ad B. 60,12,52 = D. 47,2,52) 
-BS 3402/32- 3403/3 (sch. Pe 97 ad B. 60,12,52 = D. 47,2,52) 
-BS 3403/11-24 (sch. Pe 99 ad B. 60,12,52 = D. 47,2,52) 
-BS 3403/31 – 3404/7 (sch. Pe 102 ad B. 60,12,52 = D. 47,2,52) 
-BS 3404/8-13 (sch. Pe 103 ad B. 60,12,52 = D. 47,2,52) 
-BS 3405/18-21 (sch. Pe 109 ad B. 60,12,52 = D. 47,2,52) 
-BS 3407/3-5 (sch. Pe 4 ad B. 60,12,53 = D. 47,2,53) 
-BS 3410/1-4 (sch. Pe 15 ad B. 60,12,55 = D. 47,2,55) 
-BS 3410/5-7 (sch. Pe 16 ad B. 60,12,55 = D. 47,2,55) 
-BS 3410/28 – 3411/13 (sch. Pe 5 ad B. 60,12,56 = D. 47,2,56) 
-BS 3419/6-11 (sch. Pe 25 ad. B. 60,12,62 = D. 47,2,62) 
-BS 3420/12-15 (sch. Pe 7 ad B. 60,12,65 = D. 47,2,65) 
-BS 3420/28-30 (sch. Pe 4 ad B. 60,12,66 = D. 47,2,66) 
-BS 3422/19 – 3423/11 (sch. Pe 22 ad B. 60,12,67 = D. 47,2,67) 
-BS 3423/15-23 (sch. Pe 24 ad B. 60,12,67 = D. 47,2,67) 
-BS 3423/28-30 (sch. Pe 26 ad B. 60,12,67 = D. 47,2,67) 
-BS 3425/34 – 3426/2 (sch. Pe 21 ad B. 60,12,68 = D. 47,2,68) 
-BS 3427/25 – 3428/19 (sch. Pe 6 ad B. 60, 12,70 = D. 47,2,70) 
-BS 3429/20-32 (sch. 12 ad B. 60, 12,72 = D. 47,2,72) 
-BS 3432/25 – 3433/2 (sch. Pe 9 ad B. 60,12,77 = D. 47,2,77) 
-BS 3436/22 – 3437/6 (sch. Pe 32 ad B. 60,12,81 = D. 47,2,81) 
-BS 3437/9-14 (sch. Pe 34 ad B. 60,12,81 = D. 47,2,81) 
-BS 3439/10-17 (sch. Pe 12 ad B. 60,12,83 = D. 47,2,83) 
-BS 3439/18 – 3440/7 (sch. Pe 13 ad B. 60,12,83 = D. 47,2,83) 
-BS 3444/4-28 (sch. Pe 5 ad B. 60,12,91 = D. 47,2,91) 
-BS 3447/9-20 (sch. Pe 7 ad B. 60,12,94 = D. 47,3,1) 
 
Ȋտĳȝȡȣ țȗ״. 
Ԧչȟ ĳțȣ Ԛȟ İțįȚսȜׄ 
ԚȝıփȚıȢȡȣ ıՂȟįț ȜıȝıȤĲȚׇ 
Ȝįվ Ȟıĳո Țչȟįĳȡȟ ĳȡף 
İıĲʍցĳȡȤ ʍȢր ĳ׆ȣ 
ՙʍıțĲıȝıփĲıȧȣ ĳ׆ȣ 






-BS 3453/22-35 (sch. Pe 37 ad B. 60,13,1 = D. 47,4,1) 
-BS 3454/1-7 (sch. Pe 38 ad B. 60,13,1 = D. 47,4,1) 
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İțįĴȚıהȢįț ĳț ȝջȗșĳįț 
 
13th Title. 
If someone is directed to 
become free in a will and is 
alleged to have stolen or 
destroyed something after 
the death of his owner but 
before the inheritance has 
been accepted 
 
-BS3454/8-32 (sch. Pe 39 ad B. 60,13,1 = D. 47,4,1) 
-BS 3454/33-35 (sch. Pe 40 ad B. 60,13,1 = D. 47,4,1) 
-BS 3455/23-33 (sch. Pe 43 ad B. 60,13,1 = D. 47,4,1) 
-BS 3456/8-13 (sch. Pe 46 ad B. 60,13,1 = D. 47,4,1)  
Ȋտĳȝȡȣ țı״. 









-BS 3464/1-13 (sch. Pe 6 ad B. 60,15,2 = D. 47,6,2 jo. Proch. 
39,54fin.) 
-BS 3468/7-15 (sch. Pe 3 ad B. 60,15,6 = D. 47,6,6 jo. Proch. 39,53) 
 
Ȋտĳȝȡȣ țȣ״. 
ȇıȢվ İջȟİȢȧȟ ĳ׭ȟ 





About trees that have 





-BS 3470/7-29 (sch. Pe 2 ad. B. 60,16,2 = D. 47,7,2) 
-BS 3471/5-10 (sch. Pe 1 ad B. 60,16,4 = D. 47,7,4)51 
-BS 3471/25-30 (sch. Pe 8 ad B. 60,16,5 = D. 47,7,5) 
-BS 3472/1-15 (sch. Pe 9 ad B. 60,16,5 = D. 47,7,5) 
-BS 3473/ 4-10 (sch. Pe 5 ad B. 60,16,6 = D. 47,7,6) 
-BS 3473/26-31 (sch. Pe 7 ad B. 60,16,7 = D. 47,7,7) 
-BS 3474/11-15 (sch. Pe 5 ad B. 60,16,8 = D. 47,7,8) 
-BS 3475/12-19 (sch. Pe 5 ad B. 60,16,11 = D. 47,7,11) 
-BS 3476/18-25 (sch. Pe 6 ad B. 60,16,3 = D. 48,27,1) 
 
Ȋտĳȝȡȣ țȘ״. 
ȇıȢվ Ȗțįտȧȣ ʍȢįȗȞչĳȧȟ 
ԑȢʍįȗջȟĳȧȟ Ȝįվ ʍıȢվ 
Ռȥȝįȗȧȗտįȣ Ȝįվ ʍıȢվ Ȗտįȣ 
16 scholia: 
 
-BS 3477/6-17 (sch. Pe 2 ad B. 60,17 ad rubricam) 
-BS 3482/11-14 (sch. Pe 48 ad B. 60,17,2 = D. 47,8,2) 
 
 
                                                          
51  The scholion is inscribed ĳȡף į՘ĳȡף. Its position in the manuscript proves that the scholion originates 











About goods taken by 
force and about uproar and 
about armed force 
-BS 3483/11-18 (sch. Pe 53 ad B. 60,17,2 = D. 47,8,2) 
-BS 3483/19-25 (sch. Pe 54 ad B. 60,17,2 = D. 47,8,2) 
-BS 3483/31 – 3484/13 (sch. Pe 56 ad B. 60,17,2 = D. 47,8,2) 
-BS 3485/6-12 (sch. Pe 63 ad B. 60,17,2 = D. 47,8,2) 
-BS 3485/13-16 (sch. Pe 64 ad B. 60,17,2 = D. 47,8,2) 
-BS 3489/3-9 (sch. Pe 17 ad B. 60,17,4 = D. 47,8,4) 
-BS 3489/10-19 (sch. Pe 18 ad B. 60,17,4 = D. 47,8,4) 
-BS 3489/25-28 (sch. Pe 20 ad B. 60,17,4 = D. 47,8,4) 
-BS 3498/3-9 (sch. Pe 86 ad B. 60,17,7 = D. 43,16,1) 
-BS 3499/14-18 (sch. Pe 92 ad B. 60,17,7 = D. 43,16,1) 
-BS 3504/6-17 (sch. Pe 4 ad B. 60,17,8 = D. 43,16,1§48.2.) 
-BS 3507/26 – 3508/4 (sch. Pe 36 ad B. 17,9 = D. 43,16,3) 
-BS 3518/12-28 (sch. Pe 13 ad B. 60,17,28 = D. 43,33,1) 
-BS 3519/18-25 (sch. Pe 5 ad B. 60,17,30 = C. 8,6,1) 
 
Ȋտĳȝȡȣ țș״. 
ԦȜ ĳȡף ȟցȞȡȤ ĳȡף 
ՄȡȤȝտȡȤ ʍıȢվ Ȗտįȣ 
İșȞȡĲտįȣ Ȝįվ ԼİțȧĳțȜ׆ȣ 
 
18th Title. 
From the Julian law 





-BS 3522/4-15 (sch. Pe 1 ad B. 60,18 ad rubricam) 
-BS 3525/14-23 (sch. Pe 3 ad B. 60,18,6 = D. 48,6,6) 
-BS 3525/27 – 3526/15 (sch. Pe 3 ad B. 60,18,7 = D. 48,6,7) 
There are two more scholia which, although they do not derive from Hagiotheodorites, 
mention his name. In the first, the author mentions shortly that he does not agree with the 
opinion of Hagiotheodorites.52 In the second scholion the author refers to the opinions of 
his teacher, Hagiotheodorites, and of Nicaeus on a matter concerning deadlines in bringing 
actions when adultery has been committed.53 From the above table it is clear that 
 
 
                                                          
52  BS 3078/12-14 (sch. Pe 5 ad B. 60,1,32 = C. 9,46,5): Ǿսĳıț ĳրȟ ȞȘ״ ĳțĳ. ĳȡף ʍįȢցȟĳȡȣ ȖțȖ. Ȝįվ ԚȠ 
ԚȜıտȟȡȤ Ȝįվ ĳ׭ȟ Ԛȟ į՘ĳ׮ ȜıĴįȝįտȧȟ ԛȢȞսȟıȤĲȡȟ ĳր ʍįȢցȟ. ԟ ȗոȢ Ԑȟįʍȝչĳĳıĳįț Ս ԙȗțȡȚıȡİȧȢտĳșȣ 
ȡ՜ Ȟȡț İȡȜȡףĲț Ȝįȝ׭ȣ Ԥȥıțȟ. 
53  BS 3710/16-24 (sch. Pe 5 ad B. 60,37,29 = D. 48,5,30): ȁįվ Լİȡւ ȞįȟȚչȟıțȣ, Ցĳț ĳր ʍıȢվ Ȟȡțȥıտįȣ 
Ԛȟĳրȣ ʍıȟĳįıĳտįȣ Ȝįվ Ԛȟĳրȣ ԣȠ Ȟșȟ׭ȟ Ȝțȟıהĳįț. Փ Ȟպȟ İțİչĲȜįȝցȣ ȞȡȤ ԙȗțȡȚıȡİȧȢտĳșȣ Ԥȝıȗıȟ Ԛȟĳրȣ 
Ȟպȟ ʍıȟĳįıĳտįȣ ȜțȟıהĲȚįț ʍįȢո ĳȡף ʍįĳȢրȣ Ȝįվ ĳȡף ԐȟİȢցȣ, Ԛȟĳրȣ İպ ԛȠįȞսȟȡȤ Ȝțȟıהȟ ĳȡւȣ ԔȝȝȡȤȣ 
ĳȡւȣ Ȟıĳ׶ į՘ĳȡփȣ, թȣ ȜıĴ. Ș״ ȚıȞ. į״. ȌȢֻĳįț ȗոȢ į՘ĳ׮ ĳչȥį ʍȢրȣ ȜįĳįĲȜıȤսȟ. Փ İպ ȄțȜįıւȣ ȝջȗıț, 
Ցĳț Ԛȟĳրȣ Ȟպȟ ʍıȟĳįıĳտįȣ Ȝțȟıהĳįț Ȝįĳո ĳȡף Ȟȡțȥȡף, Ȝįĳո İպ ĳ׆ȣ Ȟȡțȥįȝտİȡȣ Ԛȟĳրȣ ԛȠįȞսȟȡȤǝ (…).
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Hagiotheodorites provided a detailed commentary on the first 18 titles of the 60th Basilica 
book. Some of the subjects that he deals with concern: civil penalties, liability including 
noxal liability and when more people have caused damage or have committed a crime, the 
Aquilia law on damage, actions and their distinctions, negative loss (lucrum cessans) and 
how to estimate it, protection of trees, theft, distinction of crimes, punishments, 
possession, deposit, the use of oaths, corruption of slaves and robbery. The title, on which 
Hagiotheodorites has commented by far the most, is the 12th title which refers to theft. 
There are 58 preserved scholia of his on this title, which corresponds to nearly 1/3 of all of 
the preserved scholia of Hagiotheodorites. In this title there are presumably even more 
scholia that could be attributed to him on the basis of his style and of other arguments.54 
However, as I have mentioned above, I have included in this paper only the scholia with 
his name. He has also devoted many of his scholia, 23 in total, to explaining the title on 
the Aquilia law on damage but he refers to the Aquilia law in many other scholia as well.55 
His 23 scholia on noxal liability also cover a rather considerable part of the material scope 
of his scholia.  
Characteristics of Hagiotheodorites’ scholia and of his style – Some examples 4.
Hagiotheodorites must have been a law teacher. This is first of all confirmed in one of the 
Basilica scholia whose author admits that Hagiotheodorites was his teacher: Փ Ȟպȟ 
İțİչĲȜįȝցȣ ȞȡȤ ԙȗțȡȚıȡİȧȢտĳșȣ Ԥȝıȗıȟ (…).56 The fact that Hagiotheodorites must have 
been a law teacher is also obvious from his preserved scholia. His aim is to explain the 
law to the students. Most of the scholia of Hagiotheodorites are rather long; the majority 
 
 
                                                          
54  For example, according to my opinion the following scholia of the 12th title of the 60th Basilica book 
could also be attributed to Hagiotheodorites: BS 3352/4-6 (sch. Pe 74 ad B. 60,12,14 = D. 47,2,14), 
BS 3352/9-23 (sch. Pe 76 ad B. 60,12,14 = D. 47,2,14), BS 3365/19-21 (sch. Pe 29 ad B. 60,12,21 = 
D. 47,2,21), BS 3365/22-33 (sch. Pe 30 ad B. 60,12,21 = D. 47,2,21), BS 3377/12-14 (sch. Pe 6 ad B. 
60,12,38 = D. 47,2,38) and BS 3377/15-25 (sch. Pe 7 ad B. 60,12,38 = D. 47,2,38). 
55  M. Miglietta discusses some comments of Hagiotheodorites related to the lex Aquilia in his study ‘“Il 
terzo capo della lex Aquilia è, ora, il secondo”. Considerazioni sul testo del plebiscito aquiliano alla 
luce della tradizione giuridica bizantina’, AUPA LV (2012), 403-442 (427-430); cf. also Id., 
‘Trasmissione del testo e giurispudenza bizantina: la tutela pretoria da Dig. 9.2 a Bas. 60.3 – Profili 
lessicali’, SCDR XXVI (2013), 273-326 (301-306). E.G.D. Van Dongen, Contributory Negligence. A 
Historical and Comparative Study, (PhD of which a commercial edition is forthcoming), Maastricht 
2013, 178-179 also refers shortly to a scholion by Hagiotheodorites relating to the well-known Digest 
fragment on the barber case and the issues of liability in case of a wrongful act. It concerns BS 
3104/28-3105/13 (sch. Pe 41 ad B. 60,3,11 = D. 9,2,11.12 init.), a translation of which is to be found 
in F.H. Lawson/B.S. Markesinis, Tortious Liability for Unintentional Harm in the Common Law and 
the Civil Law, II, Cambridge 1982, 45. 







of them consists of at least ten lines. His scholia reflect a classroom teaching. Almost 
every scholion of his begins with some advice for the student, a piece of advice that would 
help the student through his reading and make him understand and master better the 
material taught. The following lines form a typical beginning of his scholia: ‘take into 
consideration (also) this (…)’ or ‘consider on beforehand (…)’,57 ‘do not think that this is 
contrary to what is said there and there (…)’,58 ‘do not be surprised that (…)’,59 ‘do not 
make the mistake (…)’ or ‘do not get confused and think that (…)’,60 and other similar 
expressions.61 Following the teaching method of the antecessores, he often uses fictitious 
cases in order to explain his difficult material. Characteristic is the word ȚıȞįĳțĲȞցȣ used 
here as a noun meaning ‘an imaginary, fictitious case’ and, as a verb in the imperative 
form, namely ȚıȞչĳțĲȡȟ meaning ‘imagine’.62 
What is also evident from the scholia is that the teacher Hagiotheodorites has before 
him an audience to whom he has taught before and that his scholia are part of the course 
that he has been teaching to them for a while now. This is obvious from some of the 
 
 
                                                          
57  For example, see BS 3076/20 (sch. Pe 6 ad B. 60,1,29 = C. 9,46,2): ՗Ȣį Ȝįվ ĳȡףĳȡ Ȝįվ ĳո Ԛȟ ĳ׮ ȜȖ״ 
ȜıĴ. (…); BS 3086/26 (sch. Pe 52 ad B. 60,2,1 = D. 9,1,1): ȇȢȡȚıօȢșĲȡȟ; BS 3186/9 (sch. Pe 27 ad 
B. 60,5,2 = D. 9,4,2): ȇȢȡȚıօȢșĲȡȟ; BS 3217/21-22 (sch. Pe 29 ad B. 60,5,26 = D. 9,4,26): Ԫȥı Ȝįվ 
ĳȡףĳȡ ĳր ȚջȞį ʍȢȡĲȚսȜșȟ ıԼȣ ĳո ʍįȢįȗȢįĴջȟĳį Ĳȡț Ԛȟ ĳ׮ (…); BS 3286/16 (sch. Pe 11 ad B. 60,8,4 
= D. 11,5,4): ȉșȞıտȧĲįț Ȝįվ ĳȡףĳȡ, Ցĳț (…); BS 3292/22 (sch. Pe 15 ad B. 60,9,3 = D. 11,6,3): 
ȇȢȡȚıօȢșĲȡȟ. 
58  For example, see BS 3172/26 (sch. Pe 39 ad B. 60,4,1 = D. 9,3,1.2): ȃռ İցȠׄ Ĳȡț Ԛȟįȟĳտȡȟ ʍȢրȣ 
ĳȡףĳȡ ĳր Ȟ״, Ȟį״, ȞȖ״ ȜıĴ. ĳȡף ț״ ĳțĳ. ĳȡף (…); BS 3195/27 (sch. Pe 7 ad B. 60,5,11 = D. 9,4,11): ȃռ 
İցȠׄ Ĳȡț ĳր ʍįȢրȟ ȜıĴ. Ԛȟįȟĳտȡȟ ʍȢրȣ ĳր ȗ״ ȚıȞ. ĳȡף ȜȘ״ ȜıĴ. ĳȡף ȗ״ ĳțĳǝ (…); BS 3198/11 (sch. Pe 24 
ad B. 60,5,14 = D. 9,4,14): ȃռ İցȠׄ Ĳȡț Ԛȟįȟĳտȡȟ ʍȢրȣ ĳր ʍįȢրȟ ĳր ȟș״ ȜıĴ. ĳȡף į״ ĳțĳ. (…); BS 
3309/6 (sch. Pe 25 ad B. 60,10,7 = D. 13,1,7): Ǿսĳıț ȖțȖ. Ș״ ĳțĳ. țȣ״ ȜıĴ. Ȗ״ Ȝįվ Ȟս Ĳȡț ԚȟįȟĳțȧȚׇ.; BS 
3403/33-34 (sch. Pe 102 ad B. 60,12,52 = D. 47,2,52): ՗Ȣį İջ, Ȟռ ԚȟįȟĳțȧȚׇ Ĳȡț ʍȢրȣ ĳր țȖ״ ȚıȞ. 
(…). 
59  For example, see BS 3054/31 (sch. Pe 10 ad B. 60,1,9 = D. 3,6,9): ȃռ ȚįȤȞչĲׄȣ, ʍ׭ȣ (…); BS 
3483/34 (sch. Pe 56 ad B. 60, 17,2 = D. 47,8,2): ȁįվ Ȟռ ȚįȤȞչĲׄȣ, ʍ׭ȣ (…).  
60  BS 3260/12 (sch. Pe 7 ad B. 60,6,25 = C. 6,2,8): ȃռ ʍįȢįİȢչȞׄȣ (…); BS 3238/18 (sch. Pe 10 ad B. 
60,5,46 = C. 3,41,3): ȃռ ʍȝįȟșȚׇȣ Ȝįվ ȟȡȞտĲׄȣ (…). 
61  Such as, for example, BS 3258/17-18 (sch. Pe 5 ad B. 60,6,21 = C. 6,2,4): ȃռ İցȠׄ Ĳȡț ԐʍȢցĲĴȡȢȡȟ 
ĳր ʍįȢրȟ ȜıĴչȝįțȡȟ ıԼȣ ĳրȟ ʍįȢցȟĳį ĳտĳȝȡȟǝ (…); BS 3271/22-23 (sch. Pe 17 ad B. 60,6,39 = C. 
6,2,22): Ĳւ İպ ՀĲȚț İțįĴȡȢչȟ, (…); BS 3300/10 (sch. Pe 21 ad B. 60,10,1 = D. 13,1,1.2.): Ȇ՘ Ȟչĳșȟ 
ĳȡףĳȡ ʍȢȡĲıĳջȚș, թȣ (…); BS 3338/1 (sch. Pe 9 ad B. 60,12,1 = D. 47,2,1): ȁįվ ȝȡțʍրȟ İıה ʍȢȡĲջȥıțȟ 
Ԛʍվ (…).  
62  For example, see BS 3209/12 (sch. Pe 40 ad B. 60,5,21 = D. 9,4,21): Ԧʍվ ĳȡף į՘ĳȡף ȚıȞįĳțĲȞȡף (…); 
BS 3211/26 (sch. Pe 19 ad B. 60,5,22 = D. 9,4,22): Փ ȚıȞįĳțĲȞրȣ ĳȡף ʍįȢցȟĳȡȣ (…); BS 3280/29 
(sch. Pe 17 ad B. 60,7,9 = C. 6,1,4): ȃıĳսȝȝįȠıȟ Ս ȟȡȞȡȚջĳșȣ ĳրȟ Ԕȟȧ ȚıȞįĳțĲȞրȟ (…); BS 3330/25-
26 (sch. Pe 9 ad B. 60,10,21 = C. 4,8,1): (…) ȚıȞչĳțĲȡȟ Ȝįվ ʍȢրȣ ԣȟ ԚȜ ĳ׭ȟ İփȡ ԚȜıտȟȧȟ ĳրȟ ĳȡף 
ʍįȢցȟĳȡȣ ȜıĴ. ԐʍıփȚȤȟȡȟ ȚıȞįĳțĲȞցȟ. (…); BS 3353/5 (sch. Pe 80 ad B. 60,12,14 = D. 47,2,14): Զ 
ȚıȞչĳțĲȡȟ, Ցĳț Ս İıĲʍցĳșȣ (…); BS 3375/26 (sch. Pe 16 ad B. 60,12,36 = D. 47,2,36): Ԧȟ Ȟպȟ ĳ׮ 
ʍȢȡĳջȢ׫ ȚıȞįĳțĲȞ׮ (…).  
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opening words that I have mentioned above. For example, when he indicates that what he 
is now going to explain is not at all contrary to what he has already said there and there.63 
But there are many more examples in which it is evident that he has already taught part of 
this material. His words suggest that some subjects have been dealt with before. For 
example, when he mentions that: ‘after pointing out the difference of this and this there 
and there, I now come to discuss (…)’ or, ‘it has been mentioned to you numerous times 
that (…)’ or, ‘you have already learned that (…)’ and similar expressions.64 Often he 
refers to earlier explanations, the paragraphai, but it is not always clear whether these 
paragraphai were written by him. Usually he states something like: ‘read this and this 
paragraphe’.65 Sometimes it is clear that these paragraphai belong to the antecessores of 
the 6th century because he either mentions their name,66 or uses an expression which 
indicates that the corresponding paragraphe is an old one; for example, he mentions ‘in 
this old paragraphe’ or something similar.67 
He is also very keen in using another element of the teaching of the antecessores,68 
namely the form of erotapokrisis which consists of a question and an answer, an objection 
and a solution in order to explain a legal problem.69 Some of these questions, as he 
mentions, are real questions posed to him: ‘I was asked (…)’ or ‘he asked (…)’ and then 
 
 
                                                          
63  See the examples mentioned in note 58 above.  
64  To mention a few examples: BS 3211/7 (sch. Pe 18 ad B. 60,5,22 = D. 9,4,22): ȇȡȝȝչȜțȣ Ĳȡț ԚȝջȥȚׄ, 
Ցĳț (…); BS 3314/31 (sch. Pe 14 ad B. 60,10,10 = D. 13,1,10): ԪȞįȚıȣ Ԛȟ ȜıĴ. Ȗ״ Ȝįվ ȗ״, Ցĳț (…); BS 
3319/5 (sch. Pe 17 ad B. 60,10,12 = D. 13,1,12): (…), ȜįȚքȣ Ȝįվ ԐȟȧĳջȢ׫ ȞıȞչȚșȜįȣ (…); BS 
3392/21 (sch. Pe 38 ad B. 60,12,48 = D. 47,2,48): (...). ȇȡȝȝįȥȡף ȗոȢ ĳȡףĳȡ ԤȞįȚıȣ. (...); BS 
3420/28-29 (sch. Pe 4 ad B. 60,12,66 = D. 47,2,66): (…), թȣ ԚȞչȚȡȞıȟ Ԛȟ ĳțĳ. ț״ (…); BS 3436/30 
(sch. Pe 32 ad B. 60,12,81 = D. 47,2,81): (...). ԪȞįȚıȣ İțįĴցȢȧȣ, Ցĳț (…); BS 3455/23 (sch. Pe 43 ad 
B. 60,13,1 = D. 47,4,1): ȇȡȝȝչȜțȣ ԤȞįȚıȣ, Ցĳț (…). 
65  For example, see BS 3162/20 (sch. Pe 21 ad B. 60,3,50 = D. 9,2,50.51): (…)ǝ ԐȟչȗȟȧȚț Ȝįվ ĳռȟ ԚȜıה 
ʍįȢįȗȢįĴսȟ. (…); BS 3186/23-24 (sch. Pe 27 ad B. 60,5,2 = D. 9,4,2): ՗Ȟȧȣ ԐȟչȗȟȧȚț ĳր Ȗ״ ȚıȞ. 
ĳȡף İ״ ȜıĴ. Ȝįվ ĳոȣ ԚȜıה ʍįȢįȗȢįĴոȣ (…); BS 3212/6-7 (sch. Pe 19 ad B. 60,5,22 = D. 9,4,22): (…) 
(ԐȟչȗȟȧȚț ȗոȢ Ȝįվ ĳռȟ Ԛȟ ĳׇ ԚʍțĳțĳȝօĲıț ĳȡփĳȡȤ ĳȡף ĳțĳ. ȜıțȞջȟșȟ ʍįȢįȗȢįĴսȟ) (…); BS 3271/10-11 
(sch. Pe 15 ad B. 60,6,39 = C. 6,2,22): (...). ԘȟչȗȟȧȚț İպ Ȝįվ ĳոȣ ԛʍȡȞջȟįȣ ʍįȢįȗȢįĴչȣ.
66  On the antecessores to whom he refers, see further on.  
67  For example, BS 3259/23-26 (sch. Pe 4 ad B. 60,6,24 = C. 6,2,7): (…), Șսĳıț Ȟպȟ (…) Ȝįվ ĳոȣ Ԛȟ 
ԚȜıտȟ׫ ĳȡף ʍįȝįțȡף ʍįȢįȗȢįĴոȣ (…); BS 3300/21-22 (sch. Pe 21 ad B. 60,10,1 = D. 13,1,1.2): (...). 
ԘȟչȗȟȧȚț (…) Ȝįվ ĳոȣ ԚȜıה ʍįȢįȗȢįĴոȣ ĳȡף ʍįȝįțȡף (…); BS 3353/17-18 (sch. Pe 80 ad B. 60,12,14 
= D. 47,2,14): (…) Աȟ ĴșĲțȟ ԭ Ԛȟ ȖțȖ. Ȝı״ ĳțĳ. į״ ȜıĴ. Ȝį״ ʍįȝįțո ʍįȢįȗȢįĴս, (…). 
68  On the teaching method of the antecessores, see Scheltema’s monograph quoted in note 3 above. 
69  To mention a few examples: BS 3089/1-2 (sch. Pe 5 ad B. 60,2,3 = D. 9,1,3): (...). ȇ׭ȣ ȡ՞ȟ ĳ׆ȣ 
ԐȞȡȢĴտįȣ ԚȟĳįףȚį ȡ՘ ȗտȟıĳįț ȝցȗȡȣ; ȂփĲțȣ. (…); BS 3098/16-17 (sch. Pe 35 ad B. 60,3,7 = D. 9,2,7): 
(...). ȁįվ ʍ׭ȣ ĳįփĳșȟ ĳռȟ İțįĲĳȡȝռȟ ԤĲĳț ʍįȢįİջȠįĲȚįț ıԼʍցȟĳȡȣ ĳȡף ȟȡȞȡȚջĳȡȤ ԐȟȧĳջȢȧ, Ցĳț Ȟցȟȡț 
ȡԽ ı՘ȗıȟıהȣ ԐȗȧȟտȘȡȟĳįț İșȞȡĲտֹ; ȂփĲțȣ. (…); BS 3422/20 (sch. Pe 22 ad B. 60,12,67 = D. 47,2,67): 







follows the answer, the lysis.70 This is another indication that he was a teacher. These 
questions, which are posed by his students, arise from his teaching activity. And he, as a 
good teacher, is prepared to provide answers, to clarify difficult points and clear any 
misunderstandings. His preference for the names Peter and Paul in his examples remind us 
of the style of the author of the Ecloga Basilicorum, which is a work dating from the 
middle of the 12th century and consisting of the first ten Basilica books with their 
commentary.71 Triantaphyllopoulos examines the question whether Hagiotheodorites 
could have been the author of the Ecloga Basilicorum.72 He concludes that this must not 
have been the case. His arguments are mainly based on the comparison of the style of the 
author of the Ecloga Basilicorum on the one hand, and that of the scholia of 
Hagiotheodorites on the other. According to Triantaphyllopoulos, the style of 
Hagiotheodorites is more elaborate and shows a better legal knowledge. However, he adds 
that the author of the Ecloga Basilicorum seems to have been influenced by the teaching 
of Hagiotheodorites and suggests that presumably he could have been a pupil of his.73 
Hagiotheodorites is interested in explaining the law of the Basilica. There have been 
some questions about the application of the Basilica, as stated at the beginning of this 
paper. In fact there is a whole discussion on whether laws in general were applied in 
Byzantium or not. It is interesting to see, whether Hagiotheodorites restricts himself to 
using only the text of the Basilica, or perhaps some contemporary sources in order to 
explain this law, or, whether he uses earlier sources, Justinianic texts or works of the 
antecessores. From the antecessores, he refers by name only to Stephanus in three of his 
scholia. In the first scholion he explains that the expression ȡ՘Ȝ ı՘ȥıȢ׭ȣ is a synonym of 
ȡ՘İ׶ Ցȝȧȣ, as it is shown from the old times. And he refers to an example of Stephanus 
where the latter uses the term ȡ՘Ȝ ı՘ȥıȢ׭ȣ in the sense of ȡ՘İ׶ Ցȝȧȣ, namely ‘not at all’.74 
In the second scholion Hagiotheodorites writes that a thief who lends money from what he 
has stolen, has a condictio, ĳրȟ Ԑʍր Ȝįȝȡף İįʍįȟսȞįĳȡȣ ȜȡȟİțȜĳտȜțȡȟ, as in the 23rd book, 
 
 
                                                          
70  For example, BS 3178/32-33 (sch. Pe 44 ad B. 60,4,5 = D. 9,3,5): ԴȢօĳșĲıǝ Ȝįվ ʍ׭ȣ ĳׇ Ȟպȟ ʍȢȡĳջȢֹ 
ԼȞĴչȜĳ׫ Ս İıĲʍցĳșȣ ȡ՘Ȝ Ԛȟջȥıĳįț, թȣ ȚıȞ. ȗ״ ĳȡף į״ ȜıĴ., ĳׇ İպ ʍįȢȡփĲׄ Ԛȟջȥıĳįț; ȂփĲțȣ. (…); BS 
3255/29-31 (sch. Pe 7 ad B. 60,6,18 = C. 6,2,1): ԴȢȧĳսȚș. ȁįվ ʍ׭ȣ (…); ȂփĲțȣ. (…); BS 3403/11-
12 (sch. Pe 99 ad B. 60,12,52 = D. 47,2,52): ԴȢȧĳսȚș. ȁįվ ʍցȚıȟ İȤȟșĲցȞıȚį ȜįĳįȝսȦıĲȚįț ĳȡףĳȡ; 
ȂփĲțȣ. (…).
71  On the Ecloga Basilicorum, see Troianos, Piges (note 1 above), 278-279. Most recent edition: L. 
Burgmann, Ecloga Basilicorum, [Forschungen zur byzantinischen Rechtsgeschichte, Band 15], 
Frankfurt/M. 1988. 
72  For this hypothesis of Triantaphyllopoulos to which I refer in the following, see Triantaphyllopoulos, 
‘Periorismos’ (note 25 above), 159-162 (= Id., Apanta (note 25 above), 743-746).  
73  Triantaphyllopoulos, ‘Periorismos’ (note 25 above), 162 (= Id., Apanta (note 25 above), 746). 
74  BS 3253/24-27 (sch. Pe 40 ad B. 60,6,14 = D. 11,3,13§1.14). 
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1st title, 13th chapter and Stephanus ad locum.75 Indeed, Stephanus has explained this 
condictio in detail, but it still remains doubtful whether he was the first to use the term Ս 
Ԑʍր Ȝįȝȡף İįʍįȟսȞįĳȡȣ ȜȡȟİțȜĳտȜțȡȣ, mainly because there is also a scholion by 
Thalelaeus in which this antecessor refers to this condictio by the name Ս Ԑʍր Ȝįȝȡף 
İįʍįȟսȞįĳȡȣ ȜȡȟİțȜĳտȜțȡȣ.76 Brandsma refers also to a scholion by Stephanus in which the 
antecessor mentions that the late Dorotheus and the late Thalelaeus have given ĳրȟ Ԑʍր 
Ȝįȝȡף İįʍįȟսȞįĳȡȣ ȜȡȟİțȜĳտȜțȡȟ to the thief.77 In any case, Hagiotheodorites refers here 
to the teaching of Stephanus because this is the antecessor who has explained in detail this 
condictio, as the preserved scholia show.78 Hagiotheodorites mentions the name of 
Stephanus once again when referring to the procedure of oaths in a trial: he advises his 
audience to read also the paragraphe of Stephanus on this issue.79 
When explaining the Aquilia law on damage, he advises the students to look up the 
paragraphe of the so-called Unknown Author, the Anonymous.80 Sometimes, as I have 
already mentioned, he advises the students to read also ‘old paragraphai’.81 In a very few 
cases he refers to Justinian’s legislation. When explaining the noxal actions he advises the 
reader to also read a part of the Institutes.82 He mentions the Institutes in three other 
scholia83 and only once does he refer to the Digest.84 He also refers to the leges Iuliae 
 
 
                                                          
75  BS 3343/25-26 (sch. Pe 9 ad B. 60,12,12 = D. 47,2,12): (…), Ցĳț Ս Ȟպȟ Ȝȝջʍĳșȣ İįȟıտȘȧȟ ԓ ԤȜȝıȦı 
ʍȢչȗȞįĳį Ԥȥıț ĳրȟ Ԑʍր Ȝįȝȡף İįʍįȟսȞįĳȡȣ ȜȡȟİțȜĳտȜțȡȟ, թȣ ȖțȖ. Ȝȗ״ ĳțĳ. į״ ȜıĴ. țȗ״ Ȝįվ Ս Ԛȟ į՘ĳ׮ 
ȉĳջĴįȟȡȣ. (...). Hagiotheodorites mentions the name of Stephanus also in the beginning of this 
scholion, see BS 3343/21.  
76  BS 1591/9-11 (sch. Pa 2 ad B. 23,1,51 = C. 4,2,7).  
77  F. Brandsma, Dorotheus and his Digest translation, Groningen 1996, 83; the scholion is BS 1530/21-
24 (sch. Pa 5 ad B. 23,1,13 = D. 12,1,13). Brandsma (p. 84) adds that ‘Stephanus calls the condictio 
involved here Ս Ԑʍր Ȝįȝȡף İįʍįȟսȞįĳȡȣ ȜȡȟİțȜĳտȜțȡȣ’ and that ‘this term does not occur in the Latin 
texts’. See, for the whole discussion, H. de Jong, ‘Stephanus on the condictio de bene depensis (Ս Ԑʍր 
Ȝįȝȡף İįʍįȟսȞįĳȡȣ ȜȡȟİțȜĳտȜțȡȣ)’, TRG 78 (2010), 15-35.  
78  On Stephanus, see H. de Jong, Stephanus en zijn Digestenonderwijs, Den Haag 2008. 
79  BS 3360/13-21 (sch. Pe 8 ad B. 60,12,19 = D. 47,2,19). 
80  BS 3134/22-23 (sch. Pe 130 ad B. 60,3,27 = D. 9,2,27). There are two Anonymoi in Byzantine law. 
The Anonymous senior, a contemporary of the antecessores, whose Summa on the Digest was used in 
the Basilica. The paragraphai to the Summa were made by another Anonymous, the Junior one, also 
known as Enantiophanes, who lived in the first quarter of the 7th century. The Byzantines had not 
made a distinction between the two Anonymoi: they thought it was one person who wrote the Summa 
and the paragraphai on it, namely the Unknown Author, the Anonymous. 
81  See the examples above in note 67.  
82  BS 3186/9-24 (sch. Pe 27 ad B. 60,5,2 = D. 9,4,2). 
83  BS 3186/11 (sch. 27 Pe ad B. 60,5,2 = D. 9,4,2); BS 3300/13 (sch. Pe 21 ad B. 60,10,1 = D. 13,1,1.2) 
and BS 3436/24 (sch. Pe 32 ad B. 60,12,81 = D. 47,2,81).  







(Մȡփȝțȡț ȄցȞȡț).85 His main point of interest were the Basilica because this is the law that 
he wants to explain and teach to the students.  
Triantaphyllopoulos has compared Hagiotheodorites’ style with that of the 
antecessor Stephanus. Hagiotheodorites often uses some introductory information at the 
beginning of his scholia, some important piece of theory, the so-called ‘protheory’ 
(ʍȢȡȚıȧȢտį) to make the way easier for the student. According to Triantaphyllopoulos, 
Hagiotheodorites uses these protheories and the question-answer forms (ԚȢȧĳįʍȡȜȢտĲıțȣ) 
imitating Stephanus.86 It is obvious that Hagiotheodorites adopts methods of teaching used 
by the antecessores, as is evident from the aforementioned examples.87 His style is 
elaborate but at the same time it remains simple. There is a clear structure in his thoughts. 
He deals with complicated legal concepts, uses Latin terms, makes classifications and 
sharp distinctions and tries to harmonise apparent contradictions. I believe that, despite the 
complexity of some of his topics, Hagiotheodorites successfully manages to convey the 
material over to the pupils in a pleasant way, by using vivid examples, a live language and 
the methods described above. 
A good example of his vivid figure of speech is a scholion in which he asks the 
students to pay particular attention to the issue he is explaining and he makes a rather 
funny metaphor. He writes: ‘But if you leave the surface and are willing to listen to what 
is said and not (just) to take a bath, but to anoint yourself, you will admire what has been 
explained in the margins of the 7th book; and the present text does not conflict with those 
cases in the 18th title of the 7th book, about which explanations have been given to you’.88 
In another scholion he emphasizes that stolen goods could in any case not be acquired by 
acquisitive prescription (usucapio). He observes in a characteristic way: ‘You have 
learned this in many places. The stolen good, even if it comes to countless good faith 
possessors, is nevertheless a stolen good and cannot be acquired by usucapio (…)’.89 By 
sentences like these, you can easily picture Hagiotheodorites talking before the class. He 
uses methods of legal argumentation. For example, in a certain scholion his conclusion 
 
 
                                                          
85  See his three comments on the 18th title of the 60th Basilica book which is about these laws, as well as 
the following scholia of his: BS 3477/15 (sch. Pe 2 ad B. 60,17 rubricam); BS 3485/14 (sch. Pe 64 ad 
B. 60,17,2 = D. 47,8,2); BS 3498/4 and 7 (sch. Pe 86 ad B. 60,17,7 = D. 43,16,1). 
86  Triantaphyllopoulos, ‘Periorismos’ (note 25 above), 162 (= Id., Apanta (note 25 above), 746).  
87  See also further on, the two examples that I include with their translation.  
88  BS 3444/13-16 (sch. Pe 5 ad B. 60,12,91 = D. 47,2,91): (...). ǽԼ İ׶ ԐĴıվȣ Ԛʍțʍցȝįțȡȟ ʍȢȡĲջȥıțȟ ĳȡהȣ 
ȝıȗȡȞջȟȡțȣ Ȝįվ Ȟռ ȝȡփıĲȚįț, Ԑȝȝ׶ ԐȝıտĴıĲȚįț ԚȚջȝıțȟ, Ȝįվ ĳո Ԛȟ ĳ׮ Ș״ ȖțȖ. ʍįȢįȗȢįĴջȟĳį ȚįȤȞչĲıțȣ 
Ȝįվ ĳր ʍįȢրȟ ȡ՘ ʍȢȡĲȜȢȡփĲıț ʍȢրȣ ԚȜıהȟį ĳո ĳȡף țș״ ĳțĳ. ĳȡף Ș״ ȖțȖ. ȚջȞįĳį, ԚĴ׶ ȡՃȣ Ȝįվ ʍįȢıȗȢչĴș 
Ĳȡț. (...). Cf. BS 3444 app. crit. ad l. 14 ԚȚջȝıțȟ: ‘malimus ԚȚջȝıțȣ (omisso Ȝįվ ante Ȟռ ȝȡփıĲȚįț)’.  
89  BS 3392/21-22 (sch. Pe 38 ad B. 60,12,48 = D. 47,2,48): (...). ȇȡȝȝįȥȡף ȗոȢ ĳȡףĳȡ ԤȞįȚıȣ. Ȋր ȗոȢ 
ĴȡփȢĳțȖȡȟ, ȜԒȟ ıԼȣ ȞȤȢտȡȤȣ Ȝįȝׇ ʍտĲĳıț ȟȡȞıהȣ ʍıȢțջȝȚׄ, ĴȡփȢĳțȖȡȟ Ȟջȟ ԚĲĳț Ȝįվ <ȡ՘Ȝ> 
ȡ՘ĲȡȤȜįʍțĳıփıĳįț, (…). 
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derives, as he remarks, from an argumentum a contrario (ԚȜ ĳ׆ȣ ԐȟĳțİțįĲĳȡȝ׆ȣ).90 
Moreover, as any good teacher would do, he emphasizes on a general rule and repeats it so 
that the students will remember it for good. When he explains, for example, that a thief 
cannot bring an action for theft when someone steals from him a stolen good, he refers to 
the following general maxim, which the students have already been taught: ‘because no-
one has an action at his disposal based on his own impudence’.91 This is the well-known 
principle of nemo turpitudinem suam allegans auditur deriving from Roman law and 
meaning that no-one will be heard pleading his own turpitude. He has a critical approach 
to the texts and urges the students to think critically. For example, in his explanation of a 
legal question for which there are two different opinions, he gives both opinions and 
advises the students to consider both; he also adds in a discrete way his personal 
preference in the matter.92 
Interesting is one of his scholia in which he clearly makes the distinction between 
possessio and detentio. He notes that in a deposit (depositum), a loan for consumption 
(commodatum) and a loan revocable at the will of the grantor (precarium), the person who 
holds the good does not have the possession (ȟȡȞս) but the detention (Ȝįĳȡȥս).93 In these 
three cases, he writes, we do not speak of possession (ȟȡȞս) but of a bare and faint 
detention (Ȧțȝս Ȝįվ ԐȞȤİȢո Ȝįĳȡȥս). This scholion and more scholia of his that deal with 
issues of possession, good faith, liability, classifications of actions, negative loss or 
prevented profit (lucrum cessans) and other subjects, show a rather sophisticated level of 
legal thought. 
A method that he sometimes uses is the following. He begins with an example in order to 
explain a basic legal concept. He then uses the same example but changes it gradually and 
adjusts it to the legal concepts that he wants to address. In that way the student is not 
confused by numerous examples and Hagiotheodorites conveys the point he wants to 
make more effectively. 
 
 
                                                          
90  BS 3271/9-10 (sch. Pe 15 ad B. 60,6,39 = C. 6,2,22): (...). ȁįվ ĲșȞıտȧĲįț ĳȡףĳȡ ԚȜ ĳ׆ȣ 
ԐȟĳțİțįĲĳȡȝ׆ȣ. (...). 
91  BS 3425/35 – 3426/2 (sch. Pe 21 ad B. 60,12,68 = D. 47,2,68): (...). Փ ȗոȢ Ԑʍր ȜȝջʍĳȡȤ Ȝȝջʍĳȧȟ ȡ՘Ȝ 
Ԛȟչȗıĳįț ĳׇ ʍıȢվ Ȝȝȡʍ׆ȣ Ԑȗȧȗׇ. Ȇ՘İıվȣ ȗոȢ ԚȜ ĳ׆ȣ Լİտįȣ ԐȟįțĲȥȤȟĳտįȣ Ԑȗȧȗռȟ Ȝĳֻĳįț, թȣ ȜıĴ. țȖ״ Ԛȟ 
ĳջȝıț. (...). 
92  BS 3472/11-12 (sch. Pe 9 ad B. 60,16,5 = D. 47,7,5): (...). ȉȜցʍșĲȡȟ ȡ՞ȟ Ĳւ Ȝįվ ԐȞĴցĳıȢįǝ ʍțȚįȟրȟ 
ȗոȢ ԛȜչĳıȢȡȟ, Ԑȝȝո Ȟֻȝȝցȟ Ȟȡț İȡȜıה ĳր İıփĳıȢȡȟ. (...).
93  BS 3208/33-35 (sch. Pe 38 ad B. 60,5,21 = D. 9,4,21): (…). Ԧʍվ İպ ʍįȢįȚșȜįȢտȧȟ Ȝįվ ȜȡȞȞȡİįȢտȧȟ 








To best demonstrate his techniques and style, I include two characteristic scholia of 
Hagiotheodorites. In order to understand how elaborate his scholia are, I also provide the 
Basilica fragment which he comments upon and the Digest fragment from which this part 
of the Basilica originates. 
Example I: About the condictio furtiva 
 
D. 13,1,14,2: 
Bove subrepto et occiso condictio et bovis et 
corii et carnis domino competit, scilicet si et 
corium et caro contrectata fuerunt: cornua 
quoque condicentur. sed si dominus 
condictione bovis pretium consecutus fuerit 
et postea aliquid eorum, de quibus supra 
dictum est, condicet, omnimodo exceptione 
summove-tur. contra si corium condixerit et 
pretium eius consecutus bovem condicet, 
offerente fure pretium bovis detracto pretio 
corii doli mali exceptione summovebitur.  
 
If a cow is stolen and killed, the condictio lies to 
the owner for the cow and the hide and the meat, 
provided, that is, that both the hide and meat were 
theftuously handled. The condictio will go for the 
horns too. However, if the owner’s condictio 
obtains for him the price of the cow, and then he 
later begins a condictio for one of those other 
things mentioned above, his claim must at all 
events be defeated by a defense. On the other 
hand, if after claiming the hide and obtaining its 
value, he brings a condictio for the cow itself he 
will be defeated by the defense of fraud if the thief 
tenders the value of the cow less the value of the 
hide.94  
 
B. 60,10,14,2 = D. 13,1,14,2 (BT 2814/6-9): 
ǻȡրȣ Ȝȝįʍջȟĳȡȣ ԑȢȞցȘıț Ԛʍվ ĳ׮ ȜȢջįĳț Ȝįվ 
ĳ׮ İջȢȞįĳț Ȝįվ ĳȡהȣ ȜջȢįĲțȟ, ıՀ ȗı ĳįףĳį 
ԚȦșȝįĴսȚș Ȝįվ ԤȟȚį Ȟռ ĳռȟ ĳțȞռȟ ĳȡף Ȗȡրȣ 
ԤȝįȖıȟ Ս İıĲʍցĳșȣǝ ıԼ İպ Ȝįվ ȝįȖքȟ ĳռȟ 
ĳțȞռȟ ĳȡף İջȢȞįĳȡȣ Ȝțȟıה ʍıȢվ ĳȡף Ȗȡցȣ, 
ՙʍıȠįțȢıה ĳր İȡȚջȟ. 
If a cow is stolen, (the condictio) lies for the meat 
and the skin and the horns, if, at least, they have 
been taken and in the situation where the owner 
has not received the price for the cow; if, however, 
he has received the price for the skin and 
nevertheless brings (the condictio) for the cow, he 
deduces what has been given.  
  
BS 3321/26, 29-3322/21 (sch. Pe 13 ad B. 
60,10,14 = D. 13,1,14): 
Ȋȡף ԙȗțȡȚıȡİȧȢտĳȡȤ. (…). ԪȜȝıȦį Ȗȡףȟǝ 
Ԑʍ׆ȗȡȟ į՘ĳցȟ, ԤȟȚį İռ ԚȖȡȤȝցȞșȟǝ Ս İպ ȡ՘Ȝ 
ԬȜȡȝȡփȚıț Ȟȡțǝ ԐȗįȟįȜĳսĲįȣ ԚĴցȟıȤĲį 
Of Hagiotheodorites. (…). I stole a cow; I tried to 
lead it away to where I wanted it, but the cow did 
not follow me; I was annoyed and killed it. We ask 
therefore: seeing that the condictio furtiva is 
brought on the one hand for the body itself and 
 
 
                                                          
94  A. Watson, [ed.], The Digest of Justinian, (transl. of Mommsen, ed. maior), 4 vols., Philadelphia 
1985, I, 392.  
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ĳȡףĳȡȟ. ǾșĳȡףȞıȟ ȡ՞ȟǝ ĳȡף ĴȡȤȢĳտȖȡȤ 
ȜȡȟİțȜĳțȜտȡȤ ȜțȟȡȤȞջȟȡȤ Ȟպȟ Ȝįվ Ԛʍ׶ į՘ĳ׮ ĳ׮ 
ĲօȞįĳț, ȜțȟȡȤȞջȟȡȤ İպ Ȝįվ Ԛʍվ ĳ׮ 
İțįĴջȢȡȟĳț, Ցĳı ĳր Ĳ׭Ȟį Ȟռ Ĵįտȟıĳįț, թȣ 
ȜıĴ. ț״ Ԛȟ ĳջȝıț, ԚȟĳįףȚį ʍ׭ȣ ȜțȟșȚսĲıĳįț Ȝįվ 
İփȟįĳįț Ս ĴȡփȢĳțȖȡȣ թȣ ĴȡփȢĳțȖȡȟ Ԑʍįțĳıהȟ 
ȜȢջįȣ Ȝįվ İջȢȞį Ȝįվ ȜջȢįĳį; ȁįտ ĴįȞıȟ, Ցĳț 
ıԼ Ȟպȟ Ȝįվ Ȟıĳո ĳրȟ Ĵցȟȡȟ Ս Ȝȝջʍĳșȣ 
ԚȦșȝչĴșĲı ĳįףĳį Ȝįվ ȡ՘İպ ĳռȟ ĳțȞռȟ ĳȡף 
Ȗȡրȣ ʍȢȡջĴȚįĲı İȡףȟįț, ԤȜȝıȦı ȝȡțʍրȟ Ȝįվ 
ȜȢջįȣ Ȝįվ İջȢȞį Ȝįվ ȜջȢįĳį Ȝįվ Ԛȟչȗıĳįț Ȝįվ 
Ԛʍ׶ į՘ĳȡהȣ ĳ׮ ĴȡȤȢĳտȖ׫. ԘȟչȗȟȧȚț ȗոȢ Ȝįվ 
ĳțĳ. țȖ״ ȜıĴ. ȟȖ״ ȚıȞ. ț״ Ȝįվ ĳռȟ ԚȜıהĲı 
ʍįȢįȗȢįĴռȟ ԐȟįȗȜįտȧȣ. ȁįվ ՀĲȧȣ թȣ ȜջȢįĳį 
Ȝįվ թȣ İջȢȞį Ȝįվ ԑʍȝ׭ȣ Ȝįĳո ȞջȢȡȣ 
İțįĳțȞօȞıȟį ʍȝıտȡȟȡȣ Ԓȟ ȗջȟȡțȟĳȡ 
İțįĳțȞսĲıȧȣ ԔȠțį. ǽԼ İպ ĴȡȟıփĲįȣ ȡ՘Ȝ 
ԚȦșȝչĴșĲıȟ, Ԛʍվ Ȗȡג Ԛȟչȗıĳįț Ȝįվ Ȗȡրȣ 
ԐʍȡĳտȞșĲțȟ İտİȧĲțȟǝ ȜջȢįĳį İպ ĳցĳı ȡ՘Ȝ 
ԐʍȡĳțȞșȚսĲȡȟĳįț. ȁįվ ĲșȞıտȧĲįț ĳįףĳį, Ցĳț 
ʍȡȝȝչȜțȣ İțįĴցȢȧȣ ԐʍȡĳțȞֻĳįț Ս Ȗȡףȣ Ȝįվ ĳո 
Ȝįĳո ȞջȢȡȣ ĳȡף Ȗȡցȣ. Ԧȗք İջ Ĳȡț Ȝįվ Ԕȝȝȡ 
ĴșȞտ. ǻȡףȟ ԐȝȝցĳȢțȡȟ ՙȗț׆ Ԛոȟ Ԛȟ ՐȢıț 
ʍȝįȟօȞıȟȡȟ Լİքȟ ȜȝջȦȧ, Ȝȝջʍĳșȣ ıԼȞտ, ȜԒȟ 
ԬȗȟցȡȤȟ ĳտȟȡȣ ԚĲĳտȟ. ԘȟչȗȟȧȚț ȗոȢ ĳțĳ. țȖ״ 
ȜıĴ. Ȟȗ״ ȚıȞ. ı״, Ցĳț Ȝįվ ĳȡțįփĳșȣ ԰Ȟșȟ 
İțįȚջĲıȧȣ, Ցĳı ĳրȟ ĳȡțȡףĳȡȟ ԚȝչȞȖįȟȡȟ 
Ȗȡףȟ. Ȋտ ȗոȢ Ԕȝȝȡ Ȟı ȟȡȞտȘıțȟ ԚȥȢ׆ȟ Ԯ Ցĳț 
ĳțȟո ԐİțȜ׭; ՗ĳı İպ ʍįȢ׶ ԛĳջȢȡȤ Ȝȝįʍջȟĳį 
Ȗȡףȟ ıՂİȡȟ Ȝįվ ĴȡȟıȤȚջȟĳį Ȝįվ ȜıտȞıȟȡȟ Ȝįվ 
ȜȤĲվȟ ԰İș ȖȡȢոȟ ȗțȟցȞıȟȡȟ Ȝįվ ȝչȖȧ ĳո 
ĳȡփĳȡȤ ȜջȢįĳį ՀĲȧȣ ԚȞȡվ ȥȢșĲțȞıփȡȟĳį, ȡ՜ĳı 
Ȝȝջʍĳșȣ ıԼȞվ ʍȢȧĳȡĳփʍȧȣ Ԛȗք ȡ՘İպ ȟȡȡףȞįț 
ȜջȢįĳį ȜȝջȦįț ȡ՜ĳı ʍչȝțȟ Ԑʍր ĳȡף ʍįȢ׶ 
ԛĳջȢȡȤ Ȝȝįʍ׆ȟįț Ȗȡףȟ ԚȟįȥȚսĲȡȞįțǝ Ȗȡףȣ 
ȗոȢ ԚȜȝչʍș, ȡ՘ Ȟռȟ ȜջȢįĳįǝ խĲĳı ȝȡțʍրȟ ĳո 
ȜջȢįĳį, ıԼ Ȟռ ȜȝıʍĳțȜ׮ ȦșȝįĴșȚׇ ȝȡȗțĲȞ׮, 
ȡ՘ İȡȜȡףĲț Ȝȝįʍ׆ȟįț Ȗȡրȣ Ȝȝįʍջȟĳȡȣ. ȁįվ 
ʍցĳı İպ İցȠįțıȟ ȜįȜׇ ȦșȝįĴșȚ׆ȟįț ȦȤȥׇ; Ȋտ 
that on the other hand it is also brought for the 
difference, when the body is not to be found, as it 
is said at the end of the 10th chapter, how will it be 
brought in the present case, and can the (condictio) 
furtiva claim the meat and skin and horns as being 
furtiva (things)? And we say that if, after the 
killing, the thief has taken them and he did not 
already give the price for the cow, he consequently 
also stole the meat and the skin and the horns, and 
he is liable also for them with the (condictio) 
furtiva. In this context you must definitely also 
read the 12th title, 52nd chapter, 10th section and the 
paragraphe there. And perhaps, if they had been 
valued as horns and as skin, in short: as separate 
parts, they could have been estimated as of greater 
value. If, however, he did not take them [the parts] 
after he had killed it, he is liable for the cow and 
he gives the value of the cow; the horns in this 
case will not be reckoned. And take notice of this, 
that the cow is often estimated in a different way 
from the parts of the cow. But I tell you also this. 
If I steal somebody else’s healthy cow that I have 
seen wandering on a mountain, I am a thief even if 
I did not know to whom it belongs. Read about 
this the 12th title, 43rd chapter, 5th section: that this 
also was my intention when I took this cow. 
Because what else was I to think than that I 
damage someone? When, however, I saw a cow 
stolen and killed by someone else and lying and 
becoming already food for the dogs, and I took its 
horns, because they might be useful to me, I am 
neither a thief in the original sense, nor am I 
considered to have stolen the horns nor am I liable 
for the fact that the cow has been stolen by 
someone else; for it was a cow that was stolen, not 
horns; as a consequence, therefore, the horns, if 
they have not been taken with the intention of 
theft, are not considered as stolen, because it is a 







ȗչȢ, Ցĳț ԤĲĴįȠıȟ Ս İıĲʍցĳșȣ ĳրȟ Ȗȡףȟ, ıՂĳį 
ԚĲĴįȗȞջȟȡȣ ԚȜȝչʍș; Փ ĳȡțȡףĳȡȟ ȡ՞ȟ Ȗȡףȟ 
Ȝȝջʍĳȧȟ ȡ՘ ȝջȗıĳįտ ʍȡĳı Ȝȝջʍĳıțȟ Ȗȡףȟ, 
Ԑȝȝո İջȢȞį Ȝįվ ȜȢջįȣ Ȝįվ ȜջȢįĳį. ՓȢּȣ, Ԛȟ 
ʍցĲȡțȣ ȚջȞįĲț İփȟįĳįț Ԥȥıțȟ İțįĴȡȢոȣ Ȝįվ 
Ȗȡףȣ ȜȝıʍĳցȞıȟȡȣ Ȝįվ İջȢȞį Ȗȡրȣ Ȝįվ ȜȢջįȣ 
Ȝįվ ȜջȢįĳį.  
considered as taken in bad faith? For what happens 
when the owner has killed the cow and afterwards 
the killed (cow) has been stolen? He who steals 
this cow is never said to steal the cow, but the 
skin, the meat and the horns. You see in how many 
cases it is possible to differentiate between a stolen 
cow and the skin of the cow and meat and horns.  
 
Example II: About theft 
 
D. 47,2,83,2: Qui ancillam non meretricem 
libidinis causa subripuit, furti actione 
tenebitur et, si subpressit, poena legis Fabiae 
coercetur. 
One who abducts a slave-woman, not a prostitute, 
out of lust will be liable to the action for theft and, 
if he conceals her, will be liable to the penalty of 
the lex Fabia.95  
 
B. 60,12,83,2 = D. 47,2,83,2 (BT 2850/1-2): 
Փ İțո ԭİȡȟռȟ İȡփȝșȟ Ȟռ ȡ՞Ĳįȟ ʍցȢȟșȟ 
ȜȝջȦįȣ Ԛȟջȥıĳįț ĳׇ ʍıȢվ Ȝȝȡʍ׆ȣ Ԑȗȧȗׇǝ ıԼ İպ 
ȜȢփȦıț, Ȝįվ ĳׇ ĳ׭ȟ ԐȟİȢįʍȡİțĲĳ׭ȟ Ԑȗȧȗׇ. 
He who has stolen out of lust a female slave who 
is not a prostitute, is liable for the action for theft; 
if he conceals her (he is) also (liable) for the action 
for kidnapping.96 
 
BS 3439/18-3440/7 (sch. Pe 13 ad B. 
60,12,83 = D. 47,2,83): 
Ȋȡף į՘ĳȡף.97 ԪȞįȚıȣ, Ցĳț Ս ȜȝջȦįȣ ʍȢֻȗȞį, 
ȜԒȟ Ȟռ Ԛʍվ ĳ׮ ȜıȢİֻȟįț Ցȝȡȟ, Ԑȝȝո Ȟցȟșȟ 
ĳռȟ ȟȡȞռȟ Ԯ ȥȢ׆Ĳțȟ į՘ĳȡף, Ԛȟջȥıĳįț ĳׇ 
ĴȡփȢĳț, թȣ ȜıĴ. į״ ȚıȞ. Ȗ״, Ȝįվ Ԛʍվ ĳȡף Ԕȝȝȧȣ 
ȥȢșĲįȞջȟȡȤ ĳ׮ ʍȢչȗȞįĳț, Տ Ȝįĳո ȜտȥȢșĲțȟ 
ԤȝįȖıȟ, թȣ ȜıĴ. Ȟ״ Ȝįվ ȖțȖ. țȗ״ ĳțĳ. į״ ȜıĴ. ı״ 
ȚıȞ. Ș״. ȁįĳո ĳįփĳșȟ ȡ՞ȟ ĳռȟ İțİįĲȜįȝտįȟ 
Ȝįվ ԚȟĳįףȚչ ĴșĲțȟ, Ցĳț Ս ȜȝջȦįȣ İȡփȝșȟ, ıԼ 
Of the same person (Hagiotheodorites). You have 
learned that he who has stolen a good, even if he 
did not do so with the intention of enjoying it 
entirely, but only to enjoy its possession or its use, 
is liable for the actio furti, as in the 1st chapter, 2nd 
subject, and, about someone who has used the 
good that he has received for use in a different 
manner, as in the 40th chapter and the 13th book, 1st 
title, 5th chapter, 7th section. According therefore to 
this teaching he says here too, that he who stole a 
 
 
                                                          
95  Watson, The Digest of Justinian (note 94 above), IV, 757-758.  
96  This action arises on the base of the lex Fabia. See also the Basilica scholion explaining this law, viz. 
BS 3842/6-8 (sch. Pe 1 ad B. 60,48,6 = D. 48,15,7): (...)ǝ DEPLAGIARÍIS FÁBIOS. Փ ĮչȖțȡȣ 
ȟցȞȡȣ Ȝțȟıהĳįț Ȝįĳո ĳ׭ȟ ԐȟİȢįʍȡİțĲĳ׭ȟ Ȝįվ Ȝįĳո ĳ׭ȟ ĳȡւȣ ĴȤȗչİįȣ ȡԼȜջĳįȣ ıԼİսĲıț Ԯ İցȝ׫ 
ԐʍȡȜȢȤȦչȟĳȧȟ Ԯ ʍȧȝșĲչȟĳȧȟ, (…). Transl.: ‘The lex Fabia de plagiariis is raised against the 
kidnappers and those who knowingly or maliciously hide or sell runaway slaves’.  
97  Of Hagiotheodorites in this case, because the previous scholion is of him; see BS 3439/10 (sch. Pe 12 
ad B. 60,12,83 = D. 47,2,83) and BS 3439/18 (sch. Pe 13 ad B. 60,12,83 = D. 47,2,83). 
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Ȟպȟ İțո ĳȡףĳȡ Ȟցȟȡȟ ԤȜȝıȦıȟ į՘ĳսȟ, խĲĳı 
ԐʍȡȝįףĲįț ĳ׆ȣ ԚȠ į՘ĳ׆ȣ ԭİȡȟ׆ȣ Ȝįվ Ȟıĳո ĳռȟ 
ԐʍցȝįȤĲțȟ ԐȟĳțĲĳȢջȦįț ʍչȝțȟ į՘ĳռȟ ĳ׮ 
İıĲʍցĳׄ, Ԛȟջȥıĳįț Ȟպȟ ĳׇ ĴȡփȢĳț, ʍȝռȟ ȡ՘Ȝ 
ıԼȣ ʍֻĲįȟ ĳռȟ İȡփȝșȟ, Ԑȝȝ׶ ıԼȣ Տ ԤȜȝıȦı 
İտȜįțȡȟ. ԪȜȝıȦı İպ ĳռȟ į՘ĳ׆ȣ ȟȡȞռȟ Ԯ 
ȥȢ׆Ĳțȟ, թȣ Ȝįվ Ս Ԛȟ ĳ׮ Ȟ״ ȜıĴ. ǽԼ İպ ȜȢփȦıț 
ĳįփĳșȟ ĳıȝıտȧȣ, ĳȡȤĳջĲĳțȟ ıԼ İպ 
ʍįȢįȜȢįĳսĲıț Ȝįվ ȚıȝսĲıț ȜıȢİֻȟįț ĳıȝıտȧȣ 
ĳռȟ İȡփȝșȟ, Ԛȟջȥıĳįț Ȟպȟ ĳׇ ĴȡփȢĳț Ȝįվ ıԼȣ 
ՍȝցȜȝșȢȡȟ ĳռȟ İȡփȝșȟ, Ԛȟջȥıĳįț İպ ʍȢրȣ 
ĳįփĳׄ Ȝįվ ĳׇ Ȝįĳո ĳ׭ȟ ԐȟİȢįʍȡİțĲĳ׭ȟ 
Ԑȗȧȗׇ ĳׇ ĳı ԚȗȜȝșȞįĳțȜׇ, ʍıȢվ Գȣ ĴșĲվȟ Ս 
Ȟș״ ĳțĳ., Ȝįվ ĳׇ ȥȢșȞįĳțȜׇ ԰ĳȡț ĳׇ ĲջȢȖț 
ȜȡȢȡփʍĳț, ʍıȢվ Գȣ ĴșĲț ĳțĳ. ȣ״ ȜıĴ. į״ ȚıȞ. İ״ 
Ȝįվ ȜıĴ. İ״ Ȝįվ Ȝį״. ՗Ȣį İջ, Ȟռ Ĵįȟׇ Ĳȡț 
Ԛȟįȟĳտȡȟ ʍȢրȣ ĳր עșĳրȟ ĳȡף ʍįȢցȟĳȡȣ 
ȚջȞįĳȡȣ ĳր ȝջȗȡȟ ׵ıԼ İպ ȜȢփȦıț׶ ĳր Ȝș״ ȜıĴ. 
ĳȡփĳȡȤ ĳȡף ĳțĳ. ԦȜıה Ȟպȟ ȗոȢ ĳıȝıտȧȣ 
ԤȜȝıȦıȟ ԚȠ ԐȢȥ׆ȣ Ս ȜȝջȦįȣ ĳր İțȜįտȧȞį, 
խĲĳı ՍȝցȜȝșȢȡȟ ȜıȢİֻȟįț, Ȝįվ ȝȡțʍրȟ ȡ՘ 
ĲȜȡʍȡףȞıȟ, ʍ׭ȣ Ȟıĳո ĳȡףĳȡ ȥȢֻĳįț ĳ׮ 
İțȜįտȧȞįĳț, ıԼ ԐʍįȝıտĴıț į՘ĳր Ԯ ĲȥտȘıț Ԯ 
Ԕȝȝȧȣ ՍʍȧĲİսʍȡĳı İțįĴȚıտȢׄ. ԟʍįȠ ȗոȢ 
ĳցĳı, Ցĳı ԤȜȝıȦıȟ, ԐʍıĲĳջȢșĲı ĳրȟ İıĲʍցĳșȟ 
ĳȡף İțȜįțօȞįĳȡȣ Ȝįվ Ȝįĳո ĳր ԐȜջȢįțȡȟ 
ԚȘșȞտȧĲı Ȝįվ İțո ĳȡףĳȡ ĳո Ȟıĳո ĳįףĳį ʍįȢ׶ 
į՘ĳȡף ıԼȣ ĳր į՘ĳր İțȜįտȧȞį ʍȝșȞȞıȝȡփȞıȟį 
ȡ՘ ʍȢȡĲĳțȚջįĲțȟ ԛĳջȢįȟ ʍȡțȟսȟ. ԦȟĳįףȚį İպ 
ʍȢցĳıȢȡȟ ԤȜȝıȦıȟ Ս ȜȝջȦįȣ ĳռȟ İȡփȝșȟ İț׶ 
ԭİȡȟռȟ Ȟցȟșȟ, Ȝįվ ȡ՘ȥ խĲĳı ȜıȢİֻȟįț 
į՘ĳսȟ, Ԑȝȝո Ȟıĳո ȜįțȢցȟ, թȣ ԔȟȧȚıȟ 
ıՀȢșĳįț, ԐȟĳțĲĳȢջȦįț ʍȢրȣ ĳրȟ İıĲʍցĳșȟǝ 
՝ĲĳıȢȡȟ İպ ĳıȝıտȧȣ į՘ĳռȟ ԤȜȢȤȦı Ȝįվ 
ԬȖȡȤȝսȚș ȜıȢİֻȟįț. ȊȡտȟȤȟ Ȝįվ ʍȢօșȟ 
female-slave, if he has stolen her only for this 
purpose, to enjoy the pleasure that comes from her 
and after the enjoyment to return her to the owner, 
he is liable indeed for the actio furti, yet not for the 
whole of the female-slave, but for the right he has 
stolen. And what he stole was the possession or 
use of her, as also in the 40th chapter. If, however, 
he conceals her completely, namely if he holds her 
and wants to profit from the female-slave 
completely, he is liable on one hand with the actio 
furti and for the whole female-slave, and, on the 
other hand, he is also liable for her with the action 
against kidnappers, by a criminal action, which the 
48th chapter speaks of, and by a civil action namely 
the servi corrupti,98 which the 6th title, 1st chapter, 
4th subject and 4th and 21st chapters speak of. Mind 
you, you should not get the impression that there is 
a contradiction between the text of the present 
subject, which says ‘if he conceals’, and the 28th 
chapter of this title. Because there, he who has 
stolen the right, has from the beginning stolen it 
completely, in order to profit from it completely, 
and therefore, we do not take into consideration 
how he uses the right afterwards: whether he 
deletes it, or tears it apart, or in any other way 
destroys it. Because when he stole it, he at once 
deprived its owner from the right and completely 
damaged (him) and because of this, the offences 
made by him in this right afterwards do not add 
another punishment. In the present case, however, 
he who has stolen the female-slave at first stole her 
only for the sake of lust and not in order to profit 
from her, but to return her after some time to her 
owner, as was mentioned above; later, however, he 
concealed her completely and wanted to profit 
 
 
                                                          
98  This is the actio servi corrupti (de servo corrupto), the action that a slave’s owner has against 







Աĳĳȡȟį ĳրȟ İıĲʍցĳșȟ ԐİțȜ׭ȟ ĳı Ȝįվ ȘșȞț׭ȟ 
Ԛȟıտȥıĳȡ Ȝįվ Ռȝտȗׄ ʍȡțȟׇ, ՝ĲĳıȢȡȟ İպ 
į՘ȠսĲįȣ ĳռȟ ԐİțȜտįȟ Ȝįվ ĳռȟ ȘșȞտįȟ Ԛȟջȥıĳįț 
Ȝįվ ʍȝıտȡĲțȟ Ԑȗȧȗįהȣ Ȝįվ ȞıտȘȡĲț ʍȡțȟįהȣ. 
from her. So at first he did the owner less injustice 
and caused him less damage and for that reason 
was also held liable with for a light punishment, 
but because he later increased the injustice and the 
damage he now is also liable for more actions and 
more severe punishments. 
 
It is clear that Hagiothedorites is exhaustive on the subjects he wants to explain. Even by 
comparing the size of his two scholia with the relevant texts of the Basilica upon which he 
comments, and with the original passages from the Digest, it is obvious that his scholia are 
the most extensive. This is due to the nature of the scholia in general. It is logical that the 
scholia are longer than the actual fragments of the Basilica because the aim of all 
scholiasts is, after all, to explain the law. These two scholia sum up very nicely the 
characteristics of Hagiothedorites’ style and methods that I have described above: clear 
and lively language, use of Latin terms, methods of teaching also used by the 
antecessores, such as the question-answer form, references to other paragraphai, 
harmonization of apparent contradictions, etc. 
Conclusions  5.
Hagiotheodorites belongs to the generation of the ‘new’ Basilica scholiasts. He can be 
identified – mainly because his scholia are so elaborate – as the jurist Constantine 
Hagiotheodorites, who was known as being an excellent jurist. Hagiotheodorites was a 
law teacher. From the younger generation of scholiasts of the Basilica he is the only one 
referred to as a teacher by a student of his.99 196 scholia indicate Hagiotheodorites as their 
author, whereas two more scholia mention his name; all 198 scholia are preserved in one 
manuscript, viz. cod. Paris. gr. 1350, dating from the 12th century. All scholia refer to the 
60th Basilica book which deals with ‘criminal law’. The material scope of his scholia deals 
particularly with issues related to wrongful damage to property, theft, penalties, delicts, 
liability, etc. The great majority of his scholia refers to theft and to the Aquilia law on 
damage. Hagiotheodorites made broad use of elements of teaching already occurring in 
the days of the antecessores. In order to explain legal questions he often used, for 
example, fictitious cases (ȚıȞįĳțĲȞȡտ), question and answer forms (ԚȢȧĳįʍȡȜȢտĲıțȣ); he 
also referred to other explanations of the law (ʍįȢįȗȢįĴįտ), etc. In a very few cases he 
referred to Justinianic legislation. From the antecessores he referred three times only to 
Stephanus by name and in one scholion he advised his students to read the paragraphe of 
 
 
                                                          
99  See § 4. Characteristics of Hagiotheodorites’ scholia and of his style – Some examples, with note 56.  
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the so-called Unknown Author, the Anonymous. The law that he refers to and wants to 
explain is mainly the law of the Basilica. Hagiotheodorites explained in a clear way 
difficult legal problems, used methods already current in the days of Justinian’s 
antecessores, and tried to make the student master the material in an efficient but also 
pleasant way. The material scope of his scholia and his approach altogether show a rather 
sophisticated level of legal knowledge. As I mentioned at the beginning of this paper, it 
has been stated in the past that Hagiotheodorites made a career in the discussion about the 
theory of the glossa ordinaria in Byzantine law.100 I hope to have shown in this paper that 
Hagiotheodorites certainly deserves a second career in Byzantine legal literature. 
 




                                                          
100  See § 1. Opening Pandora’s Box, with note 12.  
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